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By ALEX MURKY
NEWS STAFF

Five women's, gender and sexuality studies (WGSS) students
were invited to attend the nationally recognized Sexualization
Protest:
Action,
Resistance,
Knowledge (SPARK) Summit in
New York City.
Four of the five invited students were able to attend: Tasha
de Sherbinin '11 , Cynia Bamwell Ml , Berol Dwedney * 13 and
Lindsay Putnam '12. They went
to the conference in part to rep-

By CAITLIN VANCE
NEWS STAFF

One hundred and fifty students
from colleges across New England
will attend the 2010 Colby College
LGBT Leadership Development
Conference—From Individuals to
Activists: the Formation of Student Leaders this weekend, November 5-7.
The conference will be the
largest of its kind ever in New England. It will also be the most expensive Lesbian, Gay. Bisexual and
Transgender (LGBT) event Colby
has ever hosted, with costs close to
$15,000. Students who organized
the conference are focusing on engaging the LGBT-Ally community
in activism, the intersection of identity and activism, the role of the
media in identity formation and developing community on New England college campuses.
The conference will build on the
Williams College Queer Summit,
which a group of Colby students
attended last February. Leaders of
the Bridge, Colby 's Queer and Ally
activist group, said that the conference at Williams was the first of its
kind after a few years' lapse in intercollegiate queer programming in
New England.
The Bridge 's leaders said that
there have been some recent attempts at intercollegiate queer networking, but they have mostly
consisted of parties. The Bridge
members sought something more
substantive. Three of these students—Andrew Cox '11J , Jess
Acosta '11 and Pat Adams '13—
tackled the task of planning a conference at Colby and have been
working on it since June. "Ideally,
conferences like this will continue
to happen in coming years [and
will be] hosted by a different New
England college each year,"
Acosta said.
The bulk of the programming
will occur on Saturday, when a series of breakout sessions will explore themes of identity, activism
and community. Colby students
who have dealt with these issues
in some capacity in the past will
See LGBT, Page 3
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Facebook privacy a concern
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS STAFF

Even Facebook users with the
strictest privacy settings cannot
guarantee that identifying information will be safe on the site.
Some Facebook applications—
also known as "apps"—"have
been transmitting identifying information—in effect, providing
access to people's names and, in
some cases, their friends' names—
to dozens of advertising and Internet tracking companies," The Wall
Street Journal reported as part of
its "What They Know" series on
October 18.
A crucial piece of identifying
information that is being distributed is the uni que Facebook ID
numbers assigned to Facebook
users . It is possible to type in
this number with a generic
search engine and find a person 's name and any information
that they choose to share with
"everyone." In some cases this
includes a person 's age, occupation and photos.
In order to use a Facebook app a
user must grant the creators of the
information permission to access a
certain amount of their profile inj formation. App companies make

money by constructing databases of
user information and selling them
to advertising companies. These
companies argue that this data collection is harmless because it is
anonymous, but if they are linking
Facebook ID numbers to their data
then this is no longer true.
Some app
companies
m a i n t a i n that
they were unaware
that
their software
was t r a n s m i t ting
Facebook IDs. The
Wall
Street
Journal
reported
that
m a n y companies claimed
that they didcollect ,
n 't
store or use
this information.
An informal survey with 61 respondents said that 84 percent of
students and faculty on the Hill use
Facebook every day. Thirty-three
percent of those surveyed said that
they used Facebook applications
and , of those, 18 percent reported
using them at least once a week.
Eig hty-two percent of all re-

spondents said that they do not
believe that it is safe to release
information to app companies.
Some stated that they did not
know what happened to their information once they released it
to the app companies, while
others assumed that it would be
used for marketing research.
Forty-eight
percent of respondents
expressed concern
that the information they shared
with app companies could be
used for identity
theft , and 69 percent believe that
the app companies have access
to more information than users
allow them to see. One person
who completed the survey wrote,
"I have no idea what happens
when I 'allow ' an app to access
my 'limited' info."
However, some students have
taken this possibility into account
all along. "I've assumed from the
start that any information that I put
on Facebook is publicl y avail-

App companies
make money by
constructing
databases of
user information
and selling them
to advertising
companies.

HALLOWEEN EXTRAVAGANZA

The SPARK
summit focused
on fighting
against media
gendering
and overt
sexualization
of women,
particularly
young girls.

able," Eli Dupree ' 13 said.
Facebook officials have taken
steps to protect privacy on the
website. One of the Facebook
Princip les posted on the privacy
page of the website states that
"people should own their infor- .
mation... .People should have resent the program that the Colthe freedom to decide with
lege has with Hardy Girls
whom they will share their in- Healthy
Women
(HGHW).
formation and to set privacy HGHW, a nonprofit organization
controls
to
protect
those that originated in Waterville
choices." In order to maintain "dedicated to the health and well
this , Facebook continues to shut being of girls and women," acdown app lications that violate cording to its website. Aleah
their privacy policies.
Starr ' 11 also attended the conMost students at the College ference to represent Projection , a
also use the privacy settings to collaborative photo project she
their greatest extent. Eighty-seven started that encourages people to
percent of those surveyed said that talk back to the media.
they allow only their friends to see
The SPARK summit focused on
their complete profile , and an ad- fighting against media gendering
ditional eight percent said that they and overt sexualization of women,
had additional restrictions on sub- particularly young girls. Attendees
sets of their friends.
listened to several speakers and
Other students said that the participated in a number of workconvenience of Facebook out- shops. Keynote speaker Geena
weighed the risks. "No matter Davis (of Thelma & Louise fame);
how much people complain about Jean Kilbourne, creator of the pophow insecure Facebook is get- ular Killing Us Softly mock adverting, they still use \\ " Katie Coe tisements and emcee Amber
'14 said. "It 's a way to keep in Madison, a sex expert and MTV
touch with people back home personality, were also present.
[and] keep up with events that are
going on."
I
See SPARK, Page 3
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Children dressed in (heir Halloween bestf o r the Colleges annual Halloween Extravaganza, held on Sunday. October 31. Seepage6for more.

Butterbeer for all

SGA discusses results
of recent online survey

Two seniors bring Harry Potter's
world to the Hill in last Th ursday 's Great Hall Dining Night
By EMILY MININBERG
NEWS STAFF

Muggles on the Hill assembled
in the Foss dining hall to celebrate
the second-annual Great Hall Dining Night Thursday, October 28.
The event , organized by Nick
Cunkclman ' 11 and Ben Mawhinney ' 11 J, allowed students to pay
tribute to the Harry Potter series
during a night of dress up. eating
and Hogwarts pride.
Mawhinney said . "1 think the
neat thing about the Great Hall
dining ni g ht is that it began, and
will continue to be. a student-run
event." Though they received a lot
of support from Campus Life. " all
the planning, decorating, and advertising resulted from our own
initiative and tons of hel p from
Harry Potter fans To me. having
this kind of support for student
projects is one
of the great
things
about
going to Colby
Official
clubs
and
organizations are not the
only avenues for
students ' ideas
to be fulfilled."
he said.
Upon entry
to Foss. students had the
opportunity to
be sorted into a
house.
Althoug h the sorting hat was
absent, students
could reach into
a basket to pull
out a card that
Nick
would
determine
their
"house " assignment. "I was really disappointed to find that I
had been sorted into Hufflepuff,"
Alex Ojerholm '14 said. "I am
sure that 1 am a Gryffindor girl at
heart!" Others had a different experience with sorting. "It 's all
about having faith in the sorting
process. I know that I was meant
to be in Gryffindor and so did the
sorting hat," Caitlin Vorlicek ' 14 said.
The dining hall was transformed from the traditional scat-

tered tables to four long tables
each covered in the colors of the
house they were representing. At
the front of the hall stood the head
table, where Foss Dining Hall
Manager Terry Landry, dressed up
as "Dumbledore." and other faculty were sitting, all in appropriate costume. Both Mawhinney
and Cunkelman stressed that the
evening would not have been possible without the tremendous support and enthusiasm of Landry
and the Foss staff.
Many students also dressed up
as witches, wizards, dementors.
Ron Weasley, Harry Potter and
more. Matt Carroll ' 14 decided to
dress up as Hermione Granger. "I
think Hermione is a great girl . 1
have always felt like we had a connection," he said. "When I saw
there was going to be a Harry Potter
night . Hermione was my go-to
girl."
The Colby
Quidditch team
also swarmed
around the hall
looking for recruits for the
team. For the
second year in a
row , this magical night did
not disappoint.
"We ' re psyched on having
this be an annual event , especially since
Foss lends itself so well to
Hogwarts conversion, and it 's
looking likeconsidering all
Cunkelman the help we
Class of 2011
h a d — we ' re
well on our
way," Cunkelman said. Cunkelman was perhaps one of the best-dressed
wizards of the night. He and his
twin brother Ben donned their
robes and died their hair a vibrant
orange for the event.
The Great Hall dining night
broug ht the campus togetherfaculty, staff and students—to
celebrate one of the most
beloved wizards of our time ,
Harry Potter.

We're psyched
on having this
be an annual
event , especially
since Foss lends
itself so well to
Hogwarts conversion, and it 's
looking like—
considering all
the help we
had—we 're well
on our way.
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A Potter professor ladles out 'butterbeer ' at Foss ' Great Hall night.

punishments for dorm damage
(which could include but are not
limited to community service,
Publicity Chair Justin Rouse higher fines and/or disciplinary
'12 informed representatives of action) would be effective in rethe results of last week's Student ducing the amount of dorm damGovernment Association (SGA) age." Rouse said that overall ,
online survey at the meeting Sun- "people are supportive of higher
fines and stricter punishments
day, October 31.
Rouse said it was an "extremely for people who are caught doing
successful survey week," with dorm damage," but respondents
still expressed
about half of the
that oftentimes
College campus
damage
is
submitting recomp leted by
sponses.
The
those who are
first question on
visitors to a
the survey asked
particular
students if they
dorm, not resi"think that undents
themderstanding of
selves.
diversity issues
Additionally,
and support for
87 percentof stumulticultural afdents supported
fairs are lacking
expanding the
at Colby." Howmovie-rental
ever, of the 963
system in Miller
students
who
Library, as Redcompleted the
Justin
Rouse
box has denied
survey, "surprisSGA Publicity Chair
the College a
ingly, the majorkiosk based on
ity of students
said that they didn 't think these its population size. Rouse and Laura
were issues at Colby," Rouse said, Maloney ' 12, who wrote the survey
with 54.1 percent of students re- questions, clarified that although
some students opposed the idea besponding "no" to the question.
Thus, with regards to issues of cause they did not want to pay for
multicultural ism on the Hill as a movies, all of the movies in the liwhole, "half the campus is very brary would be rentedout to students
aware of these things, and the peo- free of charge.
Rouse said that the SGA surp le who are aware of them think
they 're a problem," Rouse said. vey "is going to be a monthly
Otherwise, issues of multicultur- thing," and future surveys will
alism are "either a problem [the "address more the campus-wide
remaining students are] not aware issues and less of the little
of, or a problem they think doesn't things." Students may be asked to
complete follow-up questions
personally affect them."
Rouse also said that there is an referencing the October survey,
ongoing discussion to develop a or look at questions from a difworking group that is dedicated to ferent perspective.
He also emphasized that, "in the
addressing issues of diversity. It is
similar in structure to the existing past, SGA surveys haven 't always
Campus Culture Working Group been great on following through at
(CCWG). The CCWG was issued the things they discover... .1 really
by the Board of Trustees and con- want to enforce that we are going
sists of students, faculty and ad- to address the problems students
ministrators who are working addressed in the survey, we are
primarily to address the drinking using these to act."
This week, the SGA will make
culture on campus, most recently
through the implementation of the the survey results public to the
hard alcohol ban. The group on entire student body by placing
diversity, however, would be a table tents with the data throughSGA initiative rather than by issue out the dining halls and distributof the Board.
ing handouts.
Other news from the execuIn the survey, students who believed that multiculturalism and di- tive board included that Vice
versity are problems on the Hill President Athul Ravunniarath
were asked to identify "the biggest ' I I announced that "last year
problem that SGA can address" there was a p lan to write a statewith regards to these issues. Stu- ment of student rights and redents were asked to identify one of sponsibilities [and] we 'll start
three factors, including "vaguely reworking on it again."
Leonard
Dorm
President
constructed diversity requirements
for graduation," "inadequate fund- Becca McAfee '13 announced
ing and support for multicultural her plans to make Pulver Pavilion
events and programming" and more student-oriented. She has
"failure of Colby to have a senior- already found someone to paint a
level Dean devoted to Multicultural mural in the Lower Programming
Affairs." This third option was the Space (LoPo) and is working to
most popular, receiving 56.9 per- form a committee to select stucent of votes. "People specifically dent artwork to hang in Pulver.
mentioned that they think the lack She also plans to replace the
of a dean was the most prevalent small clock in Pulver with a
issue SGA could address, but all larger one.
The SGA also approved four
three things were of concern to reclubs during the meeting: Her
spondents," Rouse said.
The survey also addressed the Campus Colby, the Colby Social
issue of dorm damage, asking Entrepreneurs, the Colby DJs and
students if they "think stricter the Hip-Hop Alliance.

By SARAH LYON
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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Runners don their 'scary ' costumes f o r a HGHW fundraiser
5K bright and early on the morning of Saturday, October SO.

5K 'brings scary back'
By ERIN LOVE
NEWS STAFF

Members of the College community and residents of the greater
Waterville area came together to
"bring scary back to Halloween"
by partici pating in the Second Annual Freaky 5K Fun Run and
Walk , which took place on the Hill
on the morning of Saturday, October 30. The event , which started
and finished at the Diamond building, was co-hosted by the nonprofit organization Hardy Girls
Healthy Women (HGHW) and the
Colby Volunteer Center (CVC).
The goal of the race was to
raise awareness about the "sexualization [of girls] earl y on ,"
especially at a time of year
when girls are bombarded with
images of sexy, revealing costumes. Director of Development
for HGHW Allison Cole said.
"This holiday is now more
about skin than scare ," Cole
said to the participants before
the event.
Executive Director of HGHW
Megan Williams
said that the costume selection for
girls is limited
starting at an early
age. Stores offer
an
array
of
princess costumes
to younger girls
and a myriad of
"sexy" options,
such as "sexy pirate" or "sexy
sailor," to girls in
their pre-teen and
teen years. In addition to imposing
sexual
expectations on girls,
these costume options stifle the creativity and fun of
constructing
homemade costumes that used to
accompany late-October pumpkin-carving and
leaf-raking.
HGHW aims to empower girls to
reverse this recent trend toward the
sexy. "We're all about giving girls
options," Williams said.
The CVC co-hosted the 5K,
"helped...get the word out" and
recruited teams to participate in
order to qualify for the biggest
group award, Williams said. In addition to a variety of students, faculty and staff members from the
College, the swim team, the wornens' lacrosse team and the Gentlemen of Quality Club (GQ) all
partici pated in the 5K. In addition ,
members of the cross-country

team served as trail guides.
The event , which raised over
$8,000 this year, also became
more popular with the residents of
the neighboring communities in
just one year 's time. "We had a lot
more families participate this
year," Williams.
Ellie Demmons, age 12, and
Connor Demmons, age 10, of
nearby Smithfield, Maine, participated in the event. Ellie wore a
black cape and wig, along with
spooky face make-up, and Connor
was dressed as a "werewolf man."
"My sister does the [Hardy
Girls] program," Connor said.
"My mom and I love doing 5K's,
so we thought 'Why not?"* Ellie, a
member of the first HGHW group
in the Skowhegan area, explained
with enthusiasm that since there
have only been two meetings thus
far, the girls have just "gotten to
know each other." She expressed
her excitement to meet new girls
through the program over the
course of the year.
The event also included a
costume contest , which awarded
prizes to the
scariest and
most
creative get-ups
in both the
adult
and
under-18 age
categories.
Among the
winners
w e r e
Medusa , a
group
of
crayon people
and
Bobby and
Rachel Slay,
a local couple spoofing
Bobb y Flay
and Rachel
Ray of the
Food
Network.
Costumes were not the onl y
means of recognition though. The
College 's swim team won a pizza
party at Waterville House of
Pizza (WHOP) for being the
largest group to partici pate in the
event. Lisa Lessard, an associate
in the College 's Physics Department , won the prize for most
funds raised by an individual by
bring ing in $365 for the cause.
"I've been aware of the organization for a few years now,"
Lessard said. "1 try to support
their efforts as much as I can , and
I feel really strongly about their
mission. Costumes aren 't what
they used to be."

Stores offer an
array of princess
costumes to
younger girls
and a myriad of
"sexy" options,
such as "sexy
pirate " or "sexy
sailor, " to
girls in their
pre-teen and
teen years.

I really want to
enforce that
we are going
to address the
problems students
addressed in
the survey,
we are using
these to act.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
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lead these small group discussions.
Students will explore the new way
in which identity influences participation in, and perspectives on, student activism. They will discuss to
what extent identity encourages or
discourages students from participating in LGBT events, how popular and widespread these events are
and whether they would like the situation to change. Students will explore the question of what
"mainstream" LGBT discourse is,
what it obscures and what it emphasizes. Students will reflect on
what it means to be mainstream,
whether there are alternatives and
how this tension plays out on college campuses. Students may also
explore how media portrayals of
the LGBT-Ally community influence their identity, activism,- and
campus community.
The keynote speaker for the
conference will be Rose Troche, a
director in queer cinema. Troche
will come to the College through
the Pugh Community Board
(PCB), cinema studies and
women 's gender and sexuality
studies. She will speak at 2 p.m. on
Saturday in the Ostrove Auditorium. Troche was one of the writers, producers and directors for
"The L Word," the popular television show about a close-knit group
of lesbians living in Los Angeles.
She has also worked on many
queer films, including "Go Fish,"
which the Bridge showed on Moriday. Troche was originally going
to speak about her work in queer
cinema, but changed her mind
when she heard about the topic for
the conference. She was touched
by the topic and it inspired her to
talk about queer community on
college campuses and the way in
which her experience with a "kiss
in ," an event similar to a sit in.
changed her college experience.
Her talk will be a public event in
the private conference.

Jeff Sheng, an artist who photographs "out" queer high school and
college athletes, will be speaking at
7:30 p.m. on Wednesday in the
Lower
Programming
Space
(LoPo). His photo installation will
be in Pulver all week. Sheng's project is valuable in that it "challenges
the notion that all athletes are
straight, and that all sports teams
are homophobic," Adams said.
Powder & Wig will present
The Laramie Project at 5:00 p.m.
in Given Auditorium on Friday
and at 8:00 p.m. on Saturday. It is
a play about the 1998 murder of
Matthew Shepard, a homosexual
teen living in Laramie, WY. The
play takes up the problem of bully ing and violence directed toward LGBT youth. Andrew Cox
* 11J, one of the students organizing the conference, is directing
the play. Tickets are two dollars.
Associate Professor of American Studies and Christian A. Johnson Associate Professor of
Integrative Liberal Learning Margaret McFadden , the faculty advisor for The Bridge, will give an
endnote speech on Sunday at 11
a.m. in the Pugh Center about how
to take the momentum from the
conference and channel it toward
a productive future. She will also
speak about ways in which faculty
and staff can aid students in improving community inclusiveness.
During the conference, the
Bridge's leaders hope to foster
meaningful discussions that will
prompt future activism, strengthen
campus communities and increase
networking efforts among New
England colleges. "In light of the
recent attention paid to LGBT issues, particularly suicides, in the
media, this is an opportune time to
push for change," Acosta said.
The Bridge leadership said that
their experience at the Williams
conference convinced them that
the College has fallen behind other
NESCAC schools in terms of
LGBT student leadership and faculty and staff support. The College's queer community is
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Colby College LGBT
Leadership
Development
Summit
Selected Events
Schedule
Wednesday, 11/3
7:30 p.m.
LoPo Photographer Jeff Sheng
will speak on his work Fearless,
the photo exhibition of out
LGBT Athletes in Pulver all
week.
Friday, 11/5
5 p.m.
Bixler Given Auditorium: The
Laramie Project, a p lay presented by powder and Wig and
Directed by Andrew Cox 1! 'J
The story of murdered gay college student Matthew Shepard
and the consequences thereoff o r
the town of Laramie, WY.
Saturday, 11/6

2 p.m.
Diamond Ostrove Auditorium
Writer, Director Rose Troche
who s resume includes the
breakthroughf ilm Go Fish, television show "The L Word" and
other acclaimed TV Dramas
8 p.m.
Bixler Given Auditorium: The
Laramie Project

V

J

especially lacking in involved faculty allies and resource centers.
"This is a chance to alter Colby 's
reputation and prove that we are a
community who supports and
loves its LGBT brothers and sisters," Acosta said. She said that organizing a conference of this scale
is setting a substantial precedent
for the future.
Students still interested in attending the breakout sessions
and meals may contact colbycollegebridge@gmail.com.
The
conference 's speeches are open
to all students.

Q& A with two SPARK attendees
From SPARK, Page 1

The girls ' participation in the
conference was in part due to their
independent study this year on a
campus-wide project . Powered by
Girl (PBG). "The concept of PBG
is to use humor and satire to combat the negative images of girls
and women prevalent in the media
today," Putnam said. "As PBGers,
we all contribute to the website's
blog... we also have a great app lication that allows us to re-caption
extremely sexist ads to expose the
true meanings behind them." PBG
launched its website—www.poweredbygirl.com—one week ago.
The Echo conducted an e-mail interview with two of the PBG girls ,
Tasha de Sherbinin and Lindsay
Putnam, to talk about their work.
Q: What was your favorite
moment of the conference? What
was particularly inspiring?
TS: My favorite moment of
the conference was definitely
getting the opportunity to meet
Gloria Steinem. That aside , it
was incredibly inspiring in general to be at a conference with
so many powerful and intelligent women.
LP: On a somewhat superficial
level, meeting famous feminists Gloria Steinem, Geena Davis and Jean
Kilboume was especially inspiring for
me. Geena Davis made perhaps one
of my favorite statements from the
day: when talking about her role in the
film A League of Their Own she said,
"I wanted a role where I got to play
baseball, not the role where I got to
play the girlfriend of the guy who
plays baseball." It was also very inspiring simply to be in the presence
of so many women from all ages
and backgrounds who have dedicated so much for women's equality. Despite all the progress that has
been made over the last few
decades, most girls still find themselves growing up in a world where

the media limits the roles women
can fulfill in society—girls can be
either smart or beautiful , not bow—
which has serious consequences for
young girls ' self-image.
Q: Which workshop did you attend, and can you tell us a bit about it"
TS: 1 attended two workshops,
one on theater and one on hiphop. The theater workshop focused on expressing your

I think the SPARK
Summitis especially
important
because it helps
to address the
increasing
pressure that
young girls face
to act "sexy."
Lindsay Putnam

Class of 2012

thoughts through theater by creating two different performances.
The first performance involved
writing something you were really angry about at the time. So I
wrote a little monologue talking
about my anger surrounding girls
sexualization in the media. After
we wrote it , the leader of the
workshop told us we had to publicl y perform [our work] three
times throug hout the day. So I
went outside to the street corner
and basically yelled my monologue for anyone who was passing by. Some people looked at me
like I was crazy and kept walking,
but some clapped for me, and one
woman even took out her camera.
The other performance was called
"invisible theater " and involved
creating a dialogue with another
girl and then "performing" it in a

public place without the audience
knowing that you are performing.
So we created a dialogue about
abusive relationshi ps and "performed" it in the women's bathroom for other women to hear.
Q: How did you get involved with
Hardy Girls/the Spark Summit?
LP: I became involved with
PBG , which is a subgroup of
Hardy Girls Healthy Women, at the
end of summer prior to the beginning of the school year. Lisa Arellano, head of the Women's, Gender
and Sexuality Studies department,
sent out an email to WGSS majors
and minors asking if we'd be interested in working with [Professor of
Education] Lyn Mikel Brown on
this project, and it sounded like
something I would enjoy. 1 love
reading magazines like Cosmopolitan and watching reality television, but it can be frustrating seeing
so many negative portrayals of
women in the media.
TS: I started working for
Hardy Girls last year as an intern
and was excited to work with Lyn
Mikel Brown on the Powered by
Girl independent study. The
SPARK Summit was a huge opportunity to take action and speak
out against the sexualization of
girls in the media, and Lyn Mikel
Brown was so dedicated to making all of us involved in Powered
By Girl part of it.
Q: What do you hope to
achieve with Powered By Girl?
Can you give us an example of a
blog you 'd like to post?
TS: 1 hope that people become
more aware of the sexualization of
girls in the media. Our blog topics
range...from gendered toys to
Lady Gaga music videos to sexist
[television] commercials.
LP: Some of the topics that we
come up with at our meetings for
blog topics are just overwhelming.
It never ceases to amaze me the
abundance of issues in today 's
world we can discuss on our website. What drew me in to the proj-
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Noted political analyst Bill Schneider spoke in Ostrove Auditorium on Thursday. October 28.

Political analyst gives talk

On Thursday, October 28, just
five days before national elections,
the College community welcomed
esteemed political analyst Bill
Schneider in Ostrove Auditorium.
Schneider lectured on covering the
current political climate in the
United States.
A veteran of both American
and
international
politics ,
Schneider was a professor at
Harvard University for many
years before joining CNN as a
leading political analyst. He is
also a Distinguished Senior Fellow and Resident Scholar at
Third Way and the Omer L. and
Nancy Hirst Professor Public
Policy at George Mason University in Washington, D.C. Schneider addressed the crowd , which
consisted mainly of students ,
with anecdotes before candidl y
assessing the upcoming elections.
Meeting expectations in the elections is not enough to win."
Schneider said. On the other hand,
he added that defying them is the
best way to assert political power.
He stated that these midterm elections were full of close and bitter
races: Republicans are expected to
gain a majority in the House and
the Democrats are expected to hold
theirs in the Senate.
The Republicans expected
success is , of course , a striking
departure from the last midterm
elections in 2006 , in which the
Democrats gained the majority in
both branches of Congress.
Schneider attributed this party

reversal to stubbornly hi gh unemployment rates during the recovery from the recession , and
he continued by assessing President Barack Obama 's specific
shortcomings.
Obama's agenda was his first
major deficiency, according to
Schneider, because it is "bigger
than the public 's." Most voters still
believe that the economy is in a recession; with less than one fourth
of voters believe that the stimulus
was effective. The fact that voters
are concerned first and foremost
with jobs was a recurring theme
throug hout the lecture.
The second major problem
with the President , according to
Schneider, was what he called a
"leadership problem." Schneider
bluntly stated. The critique continued , when Schneider said that
President Obama is "without a
populist bone in his body" in the
most populist country in the
world. Obama 's soaring rhetoric,
brilliant presentation and his irrepressible "cool" factor can only
go so far in leading a country
when he is also out-of-touch,
Schneider said.
"Politics is not about rationality," Schneider said. He stressed
that emotive politicians connect
more with people, using former
President Bill Clinton as his primary example. Obama is a "NPR
democrat ," whereas Clinton is
"sports-talk;" his rhetorical style is
more relatable and em pathetic and
embodies the Democratic Party 's
populist tradition.
Although
the
Democratic
Party's leadership is devoid of the
sort of public rapport that Clinton

established during his presidency,
the rival party's leadershi p specializes in that rapport. The Tea
Partiers embody everything that
Obama is not: they capitalize on
emotion and are unwavering in
their convictions. Schneider noted
that this sort of "political fundamentalism" is similar to religious
fundamentalism in that it roots out
heretics and interprets the Constitution literall y. These "new Republicans ," as Schneider said, are
trying to reverse Obama's policies,
causing a "great negative election." Like in the Presidential election in 2008, people are voting
against people and policies rather
than for causes. Schneider explained that this attitude toward
voting leads to moderates "getting
hit first ," since people will now
vote for extremes.
In his concluding remarks ,
Schneider noted that Europe 's
new period of austerity may be
repeated here , and that the federal government will not boost
private demand. He reiterated
that the entire political situation depends on jobs and that
no one should feel secure about
re-election before the job situation improves .
During the question and answer session after the speech ,
Schneider expressed somewhat
gloomy views on the political
party polarization that is taking
p lace in America today. He labeled the movement a "great
tragedy" and explained that reunification would only happen if
a tragedy on the scale of 9/11 occurs, a great leader comes to
power or a generation passes.

ect initially was the blogging because I hope to pursue a career in
journalism after Colby, hopefully at
a women's magazine. I wrote one
blog addressing equality between
the sexes in reality cooking
shows—1 love Hell's Kitchen and
Top Chef, but to look through the
history of the programs and see the
disparity between the number of
male winners and female winners is
extremely disheartening (in seven
seasons Top Chef has only had one
female winner). This isn 't necessarily the shows' fault, but it does
reflect the sexist atmosphere of
kitchens in general and the belief
that women "cannot handle such a
stressful environment".. .please.
LP: I think the SPARK Summit is especiall y important because it hel ps to address the
increasing pressure that young
girls face to act "sexy." Women
have their entire adult lives to express their sexuality when
they 've had the time to become
comfortable with themselves and
their bodies; young girls should
not have to sell themselves out
before they even reach puberty.
The sexualization of young girls
leads to numerous health risks,
physicall y and emotionally.
Girls who feel this pressure are
more likely to develop eating
disorders, become depressed,
commit suicide, engage in unsafe
or unwanted sex , contract STIs
and experience teen pregnancy.
Q: Huw
do
you
see
gender/sexuality on Colby 's
campus—what would you like to
be different and what have you
noticed has changed over your

time on the Hill?
TS: This is a really difficult
question to narrow down to one
answer, but I think that gender and
sexuality are two big issues on
campus that are frequently overlooked. I would like to see more
awareness of issues surrounding
gender and sexuality on campus. A
positive change that 1 have seen
since I' ve been here is the rise of
two club—The Women 's Group
and Gentlemen of Quality—that
have both done work to raise
awareness of issues surrounding
gender and sexuality on campus.
The Bridge has also been incredibly active this year.
LP: I think views on gender
and sexuality on the campus reflects a lot of societal norms. I
hear a lot of students say, "I' m not
a feminist , but... " and it can be
very frustrating because it 's clear
that students either don 't know
what constitutes feminism or they
are afraid to associate with feminism based on media 's portrayal
of feminists.
When 1 first started working
with PBG I was even criticized
by my friends who argued that 1
was not a feminist because I have
a very libera l attitude regarding
sex and sexuality. First of all ,
anyone that believes in the basic
notion that men and women
should be paid equally for equal
work is a feminist, so 1 sincerely
hope that everyone on this campus is a feminist in that regard.
Second . 1 had to inform them that
there 's a difference between a
college-aged woman embracing
her sexuality and an eleven year-

old girl feeling pressured into
wearing makeup revealing clothing and even engag ing in sexual
activities. I think that this is all a
result of media 's influence on society 's views of what constitutes
a feminist. Many students seem
to still buy into the notion that a
feminist is a girl who doesn 't care
about her appearance in any way,
doesn 't shave, doesn 't engage in
sexual behavior and hates men ,
and those stereotypes aren 't true
by any means.
I also think that many peop le
don 't think that gender and sexuality is an issue that needs to be
discussed on campus. Many people feel that because the women 's
movement "already happened"
there is nothing left to work for,
but I think students at Colby experience inequalities and double
standards on campus every day,
and a lot of it does revolve around
the hook-up culture on campus.
Colby has that classic college dichotomy where a male student
that has relations (whatever form
they may be) with numerous
women is seen as a "player" and
is idolized, while a female student
that has relations with numerous
men is seen as a slut. And while
most of them don ' t get reported,
female students on campus all
probably have a friend that has
been assaulted in some way during her time at Colby, which signifies that the objectification of
women in the media has been
drilled into our heads for so long
that men really do sec women as
objects existing solely for their
own pleasure.

By BECKY NEWMAN
FORUM EDITOR
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Alumni weigh in on grad school after College
i

By DAN SIDMAN
NEWS STAFF

Although many Colby graduates venture directly into the
working world after graduation,
others choose to receive additional schooling in a specialized
field. Current students considering this latter option of graduate
school would be wise to heed the
words of alumni currentl y in pursuit of (or already possessing^
advanced degrees.
Craig Cooper '09. currently in
his second year of UConn Law 's
three-year program, commented
that "graduate school is more like
a job than school " He warned
current Colby students considering advanced degrees not to
"expect graduate school to be a
continuation of Colby." Daniel
Marden ' 10. a first-year at
Boston College Law. said that he
studies "four or five hours every
day on weekdays and maybe
more on Sunday. "
Robert Rudolph '09. in his second year at BC Law, also emphasizes the rigor of graduate school
studies . "The biggest difference
between Colby and lavv school is
that there are no midterms,
quizzes or tests. Most of the
classes are based almost entirely
off of one exam ."
Ellen London '09. who earned
a Masters in Journalism in an
intensive yearlong program at the
Columbia University Graduate
School of Journalism, had much
to say about the intensity and
focus of her particular program,
which she described as 'journalism boot camp "
"At Colby I had a life. "
London remarked. "When you 're
pursuing a degree in something
like journalism, you 're never
really not working. You don 't
have that same satisfying sense of
completing a project and walking
away from it that you get at
Colby. You have to get used to
not having that feeling."
When asked to explain the difference between class structure at
the College and at graduate
school, the three law students
explained that their new professors at grad school employ the
Socratic Method, which involves
calling on students at random to
respond. "At any point in the
class the professor might ask you

a question or ask you to explain a
case from the reading," Rudolph
said. "This is very different from
Colby where you can go to class
and only have to speak if you
choose to. It also means that you
have to stay on top of the reading
because you could be called on at
any time. "
Michael Baldwin '10, involved
in Biochemistry work within the
Interdepartmental
Biological
Sciences Program at Northwestern
University; says that one of his
classes is completely discussionbased "We read papers and come
in and talk about them It can be
pretty ruthless because [the professor] calls you out . and there are
only eight kids "
Relationships between students and grad school professors
also differ from those on the Hill.
While Rudolp h said that he has
'been able to develop the same
close relationships with some of
[his] law school professors as [he
did] with Colby professors ,"
adding that "most of them are
pretty accessible and want to get
to know you." Cooper has had a
decidedl y different experience at
UConn. "Senior year at Colby.
[Professor of Education Adam]

I really liked
the professors
at Colby and
how I could
go into their
office and talk
to them....
Here is the
same way.
Michael Baldwin '10
Northwestern University

Howard had his whole class over
for dinner at the end of the
semester." Cooper said. "I do not
forecast eating dinner at any of
my law school professors ' houses
any time soon."
Baldwin, on the other hand, has
found professors in graduate
school to be just as accommodating and caring as those at Colby.
"Professors are good , a lot like
Colby." he said. "I really liked the

professors at Colby and how 1
could go into their office and talk
to them about projects, tests, problem sets, etc. Here is the same
way, their 'door is always open. '"
London, too, established close
relationships with her professors
in graduate school. She commented that there was "very much the
same vibe" at Columbia as there
had been at Colby, adding that
"professors would invite you over
to their house for dinner. "
Every student agreed that the
social scene at graduate school
distinguished it markedly from
college. Because Marden and
Rudolph are attending school in a
city that is heavily populated by
other Colby graduates, they find
it easy to keep in touch with old
friends. "Boston has an extremely large group of Colby alumni so
1 do spend a good amount of time
socializing with old friends from
years past on the weekends,"
Marden said.
However, the drastic age difference between some graduate
school students poses some social
difficulties. "The social atmosphere is dramatically different."
Cooper said. "Students in law
school range from directly out of
college to newly minted grandparents. Therefore, many law students
do not technically have social lives
because schoolwork and children
take up all of their time. "
London explained that she
made "really great friends"
while taking part in Columbia 's
intensive journalism program.
"Because we were spending 24
hours a day together, I got to
know people really wel l really
quickly," she said. Although
London too commented on the
age gaps in graduate schoolexplaining that she was "usually
the youngest" student and mentioning that she studied alongside
married
men
with
children—she said that such differences in life experience did
not inhibit her socially.
"Socially we did have a lot of
fun," she said. "A lot of weekends
were spent in the lab or in the studio doing work , but then we
would all have a lot of free time at
the same time and it would be
amazing. You don 't get to go out
that often , but you make it count."
Alumni unanimously agreed
that graduate school is not something to be taken lightly.

HALLOWEEN COSTUME TRENDS ON THE HILL

—

CHRIS KASPflAK/THE COLBY ECHO

While some 2010 graduates entered the professional world, others continued their academic careers.
"There were times when I was
so exhausted and so burnt out that
I was like, 'What am 1 doing?'
It 's pretty intense and you need to
be sure it 's something you 're
committed to and passionate
about ," London said. "You can 't
switch out or drop it like you can
classes at Colby. You don 't want
to get there and then figure out
that it 's not what you want to do
with the rest of your life. You
really want to be sure going in."
Baldwin
offered
similar
advice. "If you like the field
you 're considering, definitely do
it," he said. "If you're just doing it
because you're unsure of what
you want to do as a job, then do
not do it. People who do it to
'delay ' getting a job generally
don't make it because you really
have to want it."
Marden advised prospective
graduate school students to focus
on their grades and test scores.
"Admission is all about two numbers—your LSAT and your
GPA—so get those as high as
possible," he said, adding that
"taking a year or two off and
working before going back to
school would be a good idea for
those who have that option so
you won't get burnt out from the
academic workload as easily."
"There is no way to prepare
[for graduate school]," said
Cooper. "Most likely if you are
successful at Colby, you will

LINDSAY PUTNAM/THE COLBY ECHO

There were
times when I
was so
exhausted
and so burnt
out that I was
like, 'What am
I doing?' It 's
pretty intense.
Ellen London '09
Columbia University

Colby has helped him in law
school. "Much of law school is
problem solving. In order to be a
successful law student you must
be able to tackle problems with
an open mind and provide numerous viable solutions," he said.
"As an economics major at
Colby, I improved my analytical
skills and my ability to look at
problems objectively."
Cooper added that the empha-

sis on class participation at
Colby has also been a boon to
him at grad school. "I feel that I
have an advantage over those
students who attended large universities and could hide in the
back row."
Marden explained that his
work as a philosophy major has
helped him immensely during
graduate school. "The style of
teaching and learning in law
school is a lot different from
undergraduate classes, but I feel
Colby prepared me for both the
heavy reading load that is
required and the ability to think
critically about difficult problems
that is needed," he said.
London, an English and government double major, commented that her diverse liberal arts
education at Colby gave her an
advantage over other students
who had only been trained to
think one way. "Coming from a
liberal arts background allowed
me to feel confident in all different sorts of classes," London said.
Graduate school seems to
bode well for Colby students
who are particularly motivated
and interested in one subject.
"Somebody told me when I started law school , 'If you got
through Colby, you will do fine
in law school . Just keep doing
whatever it is you did there,'"
Rudolph said. "I think that was
really good advice."

Active Minds , SHOG educate the
campus on mental health disorders
By STUDENT HEALTH ON
CAMPUS

This past weekend marked the celebration of Halloween on the Hill. Although students donned costumes on the actual night of the holiday on Sunday, they also dressed up f o r unofficial celebrations
on Friday night and f o r the Dropkick Murphys concert on Saturday night. The most popular theme
f o r costumes this year appeared to be "tributes to childhood idols, " students dressed up as Elmo.
Big Bird, Calvin and Hobbes, Pepper Anne, Max f r o m Where the Wild Things Are and a variety of
Dr. Seuss characters, including Cindy Lou Who and One Fish , Two Fish , Red Fish , Blue Fish.
Other popular costumes included superheroes Catwoman, Batman . Ironman and Spider man; literary characters Paperbag Princess. Sherlock Holmes and the cast o/ H a r r yPotter, cast members
f r o m M T V 's Jersey Shore, the newly infamous alcoholic beverage Four Loko; and classics such as
devils angels and Greek gods. Above, students Travis H'right '12 , James Hubbard '12 and
Gordon Lessersohn '12 dress as the trio Thing I . The Cat in the Hat and Thing 2. respectively.

know how to be successful at
graduate school."
Alumni agreed that their work
at Colby laid a strong foundation
for their more recent academic
endeavors. Cooper explained
how being an economics major at

When asked the typical "How
are you?" by a passing friend,
how many people answer this
truthfully? The generic responses
of "fine," "well" or "good" have
become automatic for the general
College population. Rarely do
people stop to notice if their
friends are actually doing well.
We never think about what may
be happening underneath the
mask of all these "fines."
According to statistics, about
one of every four people suffer
from a mental health disorder.
That means that around 450 current students on the Hill have one.
These disorders commonl y go
unnoticed in college because students are Jiving away f rom the
watchful eyes of their family and
old friends , and many arc unwilling to admit that they are struggling. The frightening fact is that
these illnesses can lead to tragedy.
According to the National
Institute of Mental Health , suicide is the second leading cause
of death among college students.
Many don 't realize that 25 percent of our female college students engage in binging and
purging routines, or that of the
college students that reported cut-

ting, one in three said that nobody
knew about their behavior.
The good news is that, if identified, these illnesses can be treated with great success. Eighty to
ninety percent of people who
receive treatment for depression
experience significant improvement. We have the resources on
campus to reach out to students
who are suffering, but it is important for each
individual
to
reach out to his
or her friends.
Everyone
should
know
the signs and
symptoms of
depression ,
which include
loss of interest
in
activities,
persistent feelings of sadness
"emptyor
ness," agitation,
changes in eating and sleeping habits and substance abuse problems.
If you or a friend are struggling
there arc many ways to gain
advice and support. Colby has
four counselors that see students
for free , and professors, deans,
CAs and friends are always willing to help.
There are also countless

screening tools online, such as
mentalhealthscreening.org, that
help students seek further help.
So instead of waiting for the
expected "fine ," try to ask sincerely asking how a friend is
doing. Dig deeper if they just say
"fine. " It is up to all of us to look
out for each other and to make
sure that nobody has to battle
hardships alone.
This week,
Active Minds
and
Student
Health
on
Campus will be
hosting mental
health awareness
week.
There will be a
table in Pulver
all week and on
Thursday
we
are holding an
event entitled
"Narratives of
Mental Health:
Colby Students'
Stories." Students have submitted anonymous stories about
their own experiences with mental illness at Colby.
These stories will be read out
loud in order to increase awareness. Please come to the event
to hear the stories of your peers
at 7 p.m. on October 4 in the
Pugh Center.

According to
the National
Institute of
Mental Health ,
suicide is the
second leading
cause of death
among college
students.

NOVEMBER BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE: BRENT DALY 1
1 & CYNIA BARNWELL '11

Brent Daly '11
You may know him as Brent
Daly. You may know him as
Brentney, the dashing star-to-be in
drag performing Katy Perry hits.
You may know him as the goofy
kid in Foss who adopts the persona
of a ring wraith, a mother in dire
need of cigarettes or an untimely
but gifted Christmas caroler. In
any case, Brent is one beautiful,
talented and caring bachelor.
Brent enjoys driving the
Jitney while belting Christina
Aguilera and Rihanna, shaking it
to pop music, working in the costume shop and participating in
musical theater (and non-musical
theater) at Colby. He is a history
major from Cohassett, Mass.,
which is a refreshing 45 minutes

outside of Boston. Brent says,
"As a Gemini, I am very explorative: I have tried three sports at
Colby and have identified with
several majors."
Brent 's ideal date consists of
watching a movie while eating
take-out and snuggling. He is in
search of a man who will laugh
and have fun with him, who understands him and who is caring. He
dreams of working with pop stars
and living with friends so that he
"can come home to laughter and
hugs at the end of each day."
As a senior, Brent has only
seven months left to find a husband at Colby. He warmly welcomes potential suitors. In the
wise words of Ke$ha, Brent R
who he R.
-Written by Caitlin Vance

Cynta Barnwell '11
This former beauty pageant
diva, who hails from the Bronx, is a
senior and a double major in
women's, gender, and sexuality
studies and environmental studies.
Having graduated high school at
the mere age of 16, Cynia says she
is at Colby "first to get her education, then to get her party on."
Sound familiar? You may have
heard it in one of Cynia's bonechilling rap performances. When
not on stage, she is busy giving
twerking dance lessons, designing
clothes, writing for Glitter
Magazine and updating her fabulous fashion blog.
Intimidated? Don't be. Cynia is
incredibly friendly and is always
excited to meet new people, as long

as they are willing to tolerate
ridiculous nicknames and constantly being told to "work it!" While
you can find Cynia in Dana for
breakfast, lunch and dinner, she is a
complete romantic, so if you are
trying to woo her, make sure you
have something more creative than
a guest swipe in mind. But boys,
don't wait around too long: this
glamorous lady is headed back to
New York City after graduation to
make it big. So if you can't get her
number, at least get her autograph!
Favorite food: Sweet things from
the bakery
Favorite juice: Blue diva juice
Favorite TV Show: Sex and the City
Favorite Idol: Beyonce
-Written by Tasha de Sherbinin,
Leslie Hutchings and Heather Pratt

I WHO'S WHO: JULIA KNOEFF 13

NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Julia Knoeffis a dedicated member of the College s' woodsmen team.

Sophomore hails
from Amsterdam,
wields chainsaw
COOT leader is
an experienced
world traveler
By MICHAELA PEMBROKE
NEWS STAFF

Brent Daly is a pop star in the

Lekker ding ! Sophomore
Julia Knoeff has brought her
Dutch pride across the pond
wi th the help of this useful
phrase. In addition to her
sparkling personality, cool fashion style and intelligence, Julia
makes friends easily by teaching
people
Dutch compliments such as
CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO
FACEBOOK COM
this
opening
making searching f o r his man.
Cynia Barnwell is a diva who can rap, dance and steal your heart.
one used to
describe someone attractive.
Before Colby,
Julia went to
high school both
in her native
home
of
Amsterdam ,
Netherlands and
then in India.
She spent her
junior and senior
year of high school on the gorgeous campus of the Mahindra
United World College (UWC).
KnoefT says her UWC experience was "amazing, the campus
was on a hill and about five hours
1 f rom Bombay." There were about
200 students and 60 different
nationalities represented.
After high school graduation,
Julia came to Colby and became
Teach f o r America is a competitive program on the Hill, accepting only a small number of app licants.
involved with the woodsmen's
team. Her favorite events are the
chainsaw disc stack and the vertiSherbinin explained, "Many stu- team his senior year at Colby. He their masters degree at the institucal chop.
dents think that TFA is just for now acts as the high school's vol- tion of their choice.
By providing schools with
When she's not spending her
Education majors. However, this unteer soccer coach. Despite the
afternoons preparing for the variis not the case at all. We encour- variety of backgrounds, educa- full-time teachers, TFA helps
address the problem of overcaous woodsmen meets across New
age students of all majors to tion and professional experiEngland and Canada, Julia works
apply because we need teachers ences, TFA seeks to accept pacity in many school districts.
in the Admissions Office , helping
with specializations in all subject members who have demonstrat- These full-time teachers are leadpeople to fall in love with Colby
areas. TFA takes care of all the ed leadership qualities that can ers who assist students in acadetraining and provides extensive be translated into leadership mic learning and overall skill
building.
Simultaneously,
support, so all of our teachers are within a classroom.
TFA provides corps members TFA corps members gain
prepared to go into classrooms
with five weeks of training prior first-hand knowledge of the
to entering the classroom and challenges facing students in
low-income
communities
offers continuous support and
resources for corps members that often propels TFA alums
to pursue the reduction of the
throughout their two years.
Additionally, the corps mem- achievement gap beyond the
TFA program.
bers are offered varying support
Following TFA , many corps
within the school where they
teach. Contrary to the assumption alums become principals ,
that TFA corps members are political and business leaders,
unwelcome by their school com- doctors , lawyers and social
entrepreneurs. A group of six
munities, Brown asserted, "My
school gave me a very warm wel- recent TFA alums are running
the Brick Avon Academy in
come upon arrival. The princi pal
Date: Monday, November 8
immediately nicknamed mc Newark , New Jersey, a
Time: 7:00 p.m.
teacher-run public school with
'Downtown Scotty Brown.'"
Location: Colby College, Room TBD
Milaschewski also had a posi- 650 children from kinderby September."
^^^
Milaschewski was a Spanish tive experience: he stated, "Some garten to eighth grade, with the
and international studies double
[other] teachers are very help ful" intention of improving educaPeace Corps is actively recruiting
f S^t^
major at Colby where he was also and explained that showing tion through an enthusiastic ,
A
liberal arts majors with a
I ^^LT^^MB
played on the varsity soccer team. respect to the more experienced collaborative effort.
commitment
to
public
service.
The
first
TFA
app
lication
He shared that his Spanish has teachers ensures a smooth transi^UH ^^^ f
Exp lore new and expanded
deadline passed on October
been useful in maintaining com- tion and relationship.
^^^
^
d
l^^
^
^
opportunities in areas such as TEFL
^^¦•
In addition to their basic teach- 27; however, upcoming deadmunication with his students par(Teaching English as a Foreign Language).
ing salary TFA corps members lines are December 17, 2010
ents and in teaching in Spanish
receive a 35 percent scholarshi p and February 4, 2011 , offering
when necessary.
peacecorps.gov
800.424.8580
seniors another opportunity
Brown was an economics as well as a $5,000 donation from
AmeriCorps towards earning for app lication.
major and captain of the soccer

TFAturns students into leaders
By MADDIE STRACHOTA
NEWS STAFF

According to a study done by
the Organization for Economic
and
Co-operation
and
Development, the United States
is ranked 25 th and 24th respectively among other developed nations
in math and science assessment
scores. Teach For America (TEA)
is an organization that aims to
establish the world leadership
role of the US by staying competitive in education, particularly by
addressing the educational inadequacies prominent in low-income
communities.
Following their four years at
Colby, graduates choose a variety
of paths; one possibility is to join
Teach for America. Currently, 11
Colby graduates from the class of
2010 are serving the program
around the country.
TFA is a non-profit organization that was created in 1990 by
a senior at Princeton University.
From its onset, TFA sought to
address poverty and educational
inequity by recruiting recent college graduates as well as professionals to serve as teachers.
Right now, TFA is in 39 urban
and rural areas where the
achievement gap has been identified as greatest.
Two Colby graduates, Tom
Milaschewski '09 and Scott
Brown '10 , arc TFA teachers.
They are officially known as
"corps members," in Boston , an
area with a corps size of 50.
Milaschewski is teaching Special
Education at the Lilla G.
Frederick Pilot Middle School in
Dorchester, MA. Brown teaches
Algebra I, Algebra Foundations
and Probability and Statistics at
Lawrence High School in
Lawrence, MA.
According to Tasha De
Sherbinin '11 , the Campus
Campaign Coordinator for TFA
at Colby, a common misunderstanding about TFA is that it only
draws teachers from specific
majors and experiences. De

just as she did. As an anthropology and international studies
major, Julia has a lot on her plate
and takes her studies seriously.
Impressively, she speaks Dutch,
English and German fluently in
addition to some Hindi and
French.
Next year Julia hopes to study
abroad in Cape Town, South
Africa. This JanPlan Julia will be
returning home to Amsterdam
where she will be reunited with
her family, friends and houseboat.
Yes, houseboat.
"It 's great, I can see the swans
and ducks from my window !
There's a certain family of ducks
that 1 always g ive bread to from
balcony,"
my
says Julia.
Earlier this
year, Julia put
her
friendly
demeanor and
leadership skills
to work when
she served as a
COOT leader.
She said it was
especially fun
because she led
the white water
k a y a k i n g
COOT, which
was the same
trip she went on as a first-year.
Reminiscing about leader
training and kayaking brought a
smile to Julia 's face. "My COOT
babies are the best! They did a
great job." Julia would also like
to send her love to her handsome
COOT husband, David Lowe
'11. "He was a great father to our
nine babies, and I really hope
they all follow in his footsteps
because my only wish in life is to
be a COOT grandmother," Julia
said with a hopeful sigh.
If you see Julia in the next few
days wish her team good luck for
the iPlay field hockey championships. Be sure to keep your eye
out for this radiant lady, and if
you get star-struck just remember
these two words: lekker ding.

Eleven Colby
graduates
from the class
of 2010 are
serving the
[TFA] program
around the
country.

Impressively,
[Julia] speaks
Dutch, English
and German
fluently in
addition to
some Hindi
and French.

Peace Corps Information Meeting

Professors adjust to slow-paced life in Maine
By NICOLE HEWES
NEWS STAFF

For many students w h o come
from out of state, adjusting to
life in Maine can take time. The
same is true for professors who
come to work on the Hill and to
make their homes in Maine, but
man) grow to love the state and
all it offers.
Professor of English Phyllis
Mannocchi came to Maine in
the fall of 1977 . Despite having
lived in the state for more than
thirty years, she still doesn 't
consider herself a " M a m c r "
"People still come up to me and
.i-.k . Is that a New York accent
1 hear?"" Mannocchi said. She
is actuall) from Philadelphia ,
but she spent time l i v i n g in
New York City, Italy, Barcelona
.ind London
Althoug h Mannocchi is disappointed with the lack of Italian
food
markets
in
Maine.
Mannocchi said that the state is
"less exotic but more homey,
because there are so man> beautiful places that vou feel a connection with and are a part of . "
A lover
of the ocean.
Mannocchi has spent time traveling almost the entirety of the
state 's coastline. Two of her
favorite places to visit are
Stonington and Deer Isle.
Mannocchi also loves the people in Maine and the state 's
strong sense of community. "You
feel a connection to neighbors
and the parents of the kids your
children hang out with and a connection to all the soccer moms—
all those personal relationships
give you the roots that keep you
here ." she said.
M a n n o c c h i appreciates that
her son. Abu . w h o was adopted

from Sierra Leone , and her
although it may be a little
daug hter . Jackie, who was behind the limes. "Living in
adopted from Haiti , could grow
Maine today is like living in
up in a safe place where they
Virg inia al the turn of the centuwere embraced in the communiry. " she said.
One thing that is definitel y not
ty for then differences , but
"sometimes it was hard for
similar , however, is the weather
them to be so unusual in this
Blevins loves the changes in the
seasons and the sunshine, and
town. " she said, and at times
she wishes Waterville were a she was surprised at how much
little more diverse.
she loves the winter. Althoug h
she doesn 't enjoy how short the
Adrian Blevins . assistant prodays get during the winter
fessor of English, also feels that
months , "the snow makes you
being from outside Maine has
feel grateful for small things ."
made things more challenging for
she said.
her daughter . August
'
The heavy snowfall, however.
"We re missing the necessary
generational ties to the commuis the one comp laint about Maine
"
nity. she said
that
Visiting
Blev ins is a
Professor
of
Virginia native ,
Geology Bruce
and despite the
Rueger
has
fact that she
about the state
feels she 'll be a
Rueger
has
"foreigner forlived in Maine
ever." she has
since 1984 and
adapted well to
he no longer
life in Maine
enjoys the snow
since
she
as much as he
mov ed here in
used to.
2004 .
"I don 't like
Blevins '
moving snow as
favorite things
a
hobby. "
to do in the
Phyllis Mannocchi Rueger said, but
state are visitthere are many
Professor of English
ing
Acadia
other things he
National Park
does like about
or just to driving around and
the state.
bumping into funky places and
An avid outdoorsman , Rueger
things. She is getting used to the
appreciates that the climate and
fact that "everything you need to
geograp hy of Maine provide
go to is at least an hour and a half
him w i t h plenty of opportunities
away. "
to go camp ing, snowshoeing
Blevins also loves that the
and canoeing.
state is not overcrowded and that
Before coming to Maine ,
people are very tolerant and
Rueger lived in Massachusetts,
seem to uphold to the motto:
Indiana and Colorado. "If some"live and let live. "
one had told me that I would live
Surprising l y.
Maine
has in Waterville. 1 would have
proved to be pretty similar to
laughed ," Rueger said , but he
'
Blevins home state of Virginia.
has found that the state of Maine

You get to know
the community
much more in
Maine than in
other places I've
lived. People
really...help
each other here.

allows him to
pursue his field
of
interest
quite easily. "I
like
doing
geology here it 's a good
place for that ,"
he said.
F e l l o w
department
member Robert
B. Nelson, professor of geology, also likes
that
Maine
allows him to
blend
recreation
and
research.
Nelson
has
lived in Maine
since 1982 and
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he enjoys the
Virginia n a t i v e A d r i a n Blevins , a s s i s t a n t p r o f e s s o r of E n g l i s h , was
state 's
rural
how
much
she
loves
M
a
i
n
e
winters
,
especially
the snow.
1 i f e s t y 1 e . s u r p r i s e d by
"There 's a slower pace of life once you get off remain in Maine, the state he has to know each other and help
lived in for the longest amount
each other here."
campus." Nelson said.
Maine also provides lots of
Nelson feels that the slate cap- of time, for the foreseeable
future. To him , "moving to opportunities for Sagaser to
tures the best aspects of the other
Florida is about as tasteful as spend time with her family outplaces that he 's lived, which
doors. They enjoy skiing, hikinclude
Massachusetts . drinking mud."
Elisabeth Sagaser, associate
ing, kayaking and p laying
and
California, Washington
has
lived
in
professor of English,
tennis. In fact , "Acadia National
Alaska. Nelson spent most of his
"ike
and
Maine
since
1994,
Nelson
Park
is the biggest reason I' m
childhood in California, a state
said "it's by far the longest I've happy to live in Maine ," she
that he said has grown and
said. Her home is also in "perchanged si gnificantly, and he ever lived in one place."
It 's the sense of community in
fect location ," she said, "an hour
feels Maine is "like where he
Maine that Professor Sagaser from the coast and an hour from
grew up, at the time when he
enjoys the most. The connections the mountains."
grew up in it."
she has with the honest and genDespite Sagaser 's wishes that
Nelson enjoys the fact that
uine people at the Kennebec she lived closer to a major city,
Maine isn 't too crowded, and he
School , Bossov that mud season wouldn 't last so
tikes that at his house he has Montessori
long and that The Breadbox (a
Ballet and the Waterville Public
"peace and quiet " so he can hear
Schools have meant a lot to her restaurant
in
downtown
the birds and nature. He also likes
Waterville) hadn 't closed , she
and her family.
that his town has "more cows than
"You get to know the com- has come to love living in Maine.
peop le, " and he doesn ' t mind havQuoting the state 's motto,
ing to drive places because there munity much more in Maine
than in other places I've lived ," Blevins said that life in Maine is
aren't many traffic lights.
lans
to
Sagaser
said.
"People
really
get
"the
way life should be."
Professor Nelson p

Budget cutbac ks at
Bowdoin newspaper
By LEAH WALPUCK
NEWS STAFF
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Children f r o m Waterville decorate cookies in Perkins-Wilson as part of the Halloween Extravaganza that took p lace last Sunday.

Waterville comes to the Hill, in costume
By RACHEL GOFF
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Walking down Roberts Row
this past Sunday, students were
greeted with a most unusual sight:
cows, butterflies , tigers and vampires running from dorm to dorm,
carrying crafts and candy
This was no hallucination ,
but part of the Halloween
Extravaganza , an annual event
organized
by
the
Colbv
Volunteer Center (CVC) that
invites children and f a m i l i e s
from Waterville to go trick-ortreating on the Hill. Each participating dorm features a different
Hallow een-themed
activity ,
from haunted houses to bobbing

The CVC puts on this event
in an attempt to bridge the gap
between the College and the
local community, as well as to
offer children who might not
get the opportunity to go trickor-treating in their own neighborhoods the chance to have fun
and be safe on Halloween.
One mother who attended the
event with her 10-year-old daughter (who dressed as a princess)
said that while they did plan on
going tnck-or-treating later that
night, she thinks the Halloween
Extravaganza offers an appealing
alternative for other families, as
"it gets dark, and cold for the
younger kids. "
This was the mother 's first

learned about the event from a
flyer her daughter broug ht home
from elementary school. In East
Quad , where kids were challenged to cat doug hnuts off of a
string with no hands, the mother
said that so far their experience at
the event had been "wonderful."
"It 's very nice of the students
to put this event on. " the mother said. "I' m assuming they ' re
all volunteers ."
Another parent piped in . saying she appreciates that the event
offers a variety of activities that
"are appropriate for all ages."
Her daughter said her favorite
activity was mask making, as
she proudly displayed the cat
mask she made.

mother 's other three children
were enjoying the event , she
laughed and replied that only one
of them was hers. "I gather
everyone else 's kids and bring
them," she said. "We 've been
coming for years. "
The Halloween Extravaganza
is not only fun for families from
Waterville—it 's also fun for students on the Hill who hel p to
organize and run each station , or
even those that just pass by little
Cinderellas or Sp idcrmen on
their way to Miller Library.
"It was a really nice break
from doing homework on a
Sunday afternoon to go down to
my lobby and see small kids eating doughnuts off of strings."

There is no question that with
the development of new media and
technology, print journalism is
becoming more and more outdated.
With the recent budget cuts to
The Bowdoin Orient, the nation 's
oldest continuously published
weekly college newspaper, the
issue of the decline in print journalism hits close to home for students on the Hill , and college
students in general.
"In addition to its ad and subscription revenue, the Orient
receives money
from the Student
Activities
F u n d i n g
Committee. This
sum has usually
totaled
somewhere between
$17 ,000-20,000
but the last two
years we have
received about
half of that," Seth
Walder, Editor in
Chief of the
Orient, said.
This cut in
funding to the
newspaper has left the Orient in a
tough spot. Without the proper
funding, the Orient has had to look
for new ways to continue with their
weekly production of the paper.
In one opinion article , Steve
Kolowich , a guest contributor ,
suggested that the Orient "stop
publishing the newspaper" and
begin "publish[ing] only online."
Kolowich
referenced
the
decline of print journalism in
today 's world when he said that
"the chairman of The New York

that his newspaper will eventually
stop putting out a print edition,"
and that, "this is a decision many
papers, including some college
ones, have already had to make."
However, this idea was merely a suggestion and Walder clarified that , "We have no plans to
go online only and I don't see us
going there anytime soon."
Instead, the Orient plans to
"act as [they] always have" and
"at the beginning of next semester [it will] seek money from student activities and probably
alumni as well," Walder stated.
Although the Orient has plans
to keep from reverting to publication
solely
online , other
colleges have
not been so
fortunate
in
their ability to
do so. Around
the country, a
number
of
community
college newspapers, such as
that of Salt
L a k e
Community
College
and
Seattle Central
Community
College, have been shut down or
are at risk of being shut down.
So what does this say about the
decline in print journalism in general? Some bi g newspapers like
The Financial Timesand The Wall
Street Journal have had online
subscription models for years, but
the increasing popularity and
development of these models
coincides with a decrease in subscriptions for print newspapers.
How long will it be before the
entire establishment of print

Around the country,
a number of
community
colleges'
newspapers in
particular...have
been shut down
or are at risk of
being shut down.

Senior spends summers as local lobsterman
By RACHEL GOFF
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

"You're from Maine? You
work with lobsters? That 's so
cool. That 's so typical." Matt
Carey M l said this is the
response he often gets when
people learn about his summer
job. Carey is from York, a small
town on the coast of southern
Maine, and he has worked as a
lobsterman every summer since
he was 13.
The local lobster industry is
very competitive, Carey said, and
there is something like a 25-year
waiting list to get a spot on the
dock. "You have to know someone [to get a job with a lobster
company]" he said, and he got his
start with Skipper 's Bay Lobster
Meat through the recommendation of his middle school gym
teacher, a real "renaissance man,"
as Carey put it.
During Carey's first two years
with the company he was by far
the youngest lobsterman, working alongside men who were five
to ten years his senior. "I was too
intimidated to say anything...I
just worked," he said. It was all
about "earning my stripes."
Carey is now a veteran, and
(other than the owner) he has
been with the company the

longest out of all the lobstermen.
a.m. each day and works nonThe company Carey works for stop until mid-afternoon. The
runs a multi-part operation. They work is physically tiring, and
get a calls each night from "by the end of the summer your
restaurants in the area, estimat- hands are tike leather," Carey
ing how much lobster meat they said. "You can reach into a pot of
will need for the next day, and boiling water and not feel anythe following morning the men thing... 1 don 't know if that 's a
will go out and catch the lobsters, good thing."
bring them in and
Carey feels that
jobs in the fishing
pick out the meat,
and deliver it to
industry are often
the restaurants.
romanticized by
Carey has been
popular television
out on catching
shows like "The
expeditions
Deadliest Catch"
before, but "I'm
on the Discovery
not a big boat
Channel. From his
guy," he said,
own
personal
because it is "cold,
experience, lobwet and smells."
stering "is cool...
Instead,
Carey
but it's definitely
specializes in taknot glorious," he
ing apart the lobsaid.
sters that
are
"The smell is
brought ashore.
the worst," Carey
Matt
Carey
"I'm
really
asserted. In fact,
Class of 2011
good at getting
it's so bad that his
the meat out ,"
mom won 't let
Carey said. He and a co-worker him enter the house after a day 's
can pick the meat out of 100 lbs. work until he changes out of his
of lobster in as little as 12 min- clothes in the garage. And even
utes, and they usually go through after changing, it takes multiple
about 1,000 to 2,000 lbs. of lob- showers to get rid of the scent of
ster a day.
lobster. Carey takes his first
Carey goes in to work any- shower with toothpaste and
time between 3:30 a.m. and 7 lemon juice, a "secret recipe"

By the end of
the summer
your hands are
like leather.
You can reach
into a pot of
boiling water
and not feel
anything.

that helps neutralize the smell of
fish , he said, and he follows that
with a normal shower.
Carey said that he has noticed
a change in the local lobster
industry in recent years, as small,
lobster
independently-owned
companies struggle to compete
with companies that operate on a
much larger scale and can therefore sell their product at much
lower prices.
Carey described one such
company that came to York as
the "Walmart of lobsters," and
said that what is upsetting is
that they don 't even sell Maine
lobster, but frozen lobster that
they
ship
from
Canada.
Companies like Skipper 's Bay
Lobster Meat therefore rel y on
their guarantee of freshness to
continue to sell lobsters , as well
as "loyalty and personal connections," Carey saidCarey, an international studies
major, will be graduating this
spring, and while working as a
lobsterman "is not something I
see myself doing long-term," he
said, he appreciates the work ethic
he's gained from his experience.
"Most days [while picking the
meat out] we would never stop,
not even to go to the bathroom,"
Carey said.
For the past four or five sum-
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Local H i s t o ry Lesson:
Waterville Public Library
By COURTNEY YEAGER
MANAGING EDITOR

The Waterville Public Library,
a familiar landmark of the city,
was not always housed in the
historic Carnegie building on
Elm Street.
Originally, a small group of
Waterville residents founded
the library in the basement of a
local attorney 's law office on
Main Street in 1896. Two different people from Waterville
then wrote to Andrew Carnegie,
the well-known steel entrepreneur and p hilanthrop ist , to
appeal for funds , and Carnegie
subsequently donated $20,000
to the project.
The Carnegie building in
Waterville—one of 18 Carnegie
libraries erected in the state of
Maine , according to Library
Director Sarah Sugden—was
completed in 1905.
"Like other libraries of its
time," Sugden said, "the majority of its collection , [which is]
housed in three levels of stacks,
was only accessible by library
staff." The stacks orig inall y
had thick glass floors that permitted light to filter through
every level , a unique aspect of
some early libraries that still
exists in a section of the
Lewiston Public Library.
The glass floors "are extremely
cool to see," Sugden said, "but
I'm glad to have carpeting in the
stacks instead."
On May 2, 1959, a five-alarm
fire ravaged the library building
in the earl y hours of the morn-

ing. Waterville firefi ghters spent
two hours attempting to extinguish the fire , and the building
suffered $75,000 in damages.
"A Colby alum told me that one
of her greatest memories was saving all the books from the library,"
Sugden said. Borrowers had
checked out between 2,500 and
3,000 books at the time of the fire,
which demonstrates how essential
the institutionwas to the local community as it continues to be today.
"We often get asked about
the *V" in the granite sign
'PVBLIC LIBRARY ' on the
west side of the building,"
Sugden said. There are many
libraries throughout the country that bear the same script ,
and Sugden explained that
"most of these libraries were
built in the same time period ,
when the Classical reference
would have been a source of
delight for communities."
Now, as a result of the
Waterville Library 's $3.1 million
Capital Campaign, the building is
currently undergoing massive
renovations that have now been in
the works for ten years.
Despite the construction, however, the library remains open to
the public, and Sugden estimates
that the renovations will be completed by Thanksgiving.
According to Sugden, the
main concern when planning the
building 's renovation was "how
to make the building work better
for less money." A new energyefficient boiler has been installed ,
and all the light fixtures have
been replaced. The library also

finally installed air conditioning,
which Sugden hopes will draw
families to the library during the
warm summer months.
One of the most important
additions to the structure was
the elevator located on the east
side of the building. "It will
make our historic building
accessible
to
everyone,"
Sugden said. "We want to provide equal access to all information in the library."
As part of the redesign, the
majority of the library's storage
space has been converted into
public areas. When library staff
sifted through materials in storage, they were fascinated by the
"wonderful treasures" they found,
according to Sugden. "We
[found] some humble and interesting bits of people 's lives,"
Sugden said, including an old
diary of a Colby alum.
The Waterville Library, which
is within walking distance of the
Hill , is one of the busiest public
libraries in central Maine. The
library staff consists of seven
full-time and 11 part-time
employees. The library has "seen
a real surge in usage since 2005,"
Sugden said.
"The building has a tot of
architectural charm, and the location is really great because it 's
right downtown. It 's accessible to
the majority...[and] it 's important
to be near the heart of the city,"
Sugden said.
"The library has engendered a
lot of affection.... I hope the community loves [the renovations] as
much as I do."

mers, Carey has held jobs in
addition to lobstering, including
cooking at a restaurant , delivering pizza and hanging dry wall
and ceilings. Whenever Carey
had any down time on these
jobs , "I'd be lost... I'd be fidgeting and looking for something to do," he said , because

working as a lobsterman there
are never any breaks.
Carey 's job as a lobsterman
also taug ht him about "responsibility, after being there so long. "
he said. "And then I also know a
lot about lobsters , so I don 't
know how that will help me." he
said with a laugh.

biology, chemistry, geology, environmental studies and science,
technology and society departments are combining their scientific research and land use
patterns research in this project.
For example, one group of students is looking at the water chemistry
and
phosphorous
concentrations. Another group is
looking at land use patterns using
GIS and aenal photography. They
are also developing a model for
predicting what the phosphorous
levels would be based on certain
patterns, and using the models to
make recommendations to the lake
associations and other partners.
Sophie Sarkar ' 11 , an environmental policy and economics
double major, is taking a different
approach to understand the
impact and is writing her senior
thesis, with Associate Professor
of Environmental Studies Philip

Cole said. "It is really exciting
solving this common problem in
an interdisci plinary way."
The major challenge to the
water quality of the Belgrade
Lakes is that with more development on the shorelines, more soil
is disturbed and eroded and then
carries phosphorous into the lakes.
With higher levels of phosphorous, it is more likel y that algae
will grow and impact ihe lake in a
negative way.
Development, phosphorous levels and algal growth, however, are
not the only things that are interconnected in this project. All seven
of the Belgrade Lakes are interconnected , "so there are really
unique water movements and
dynamics where one water quality
might affect the others," said Cole.
Cole explained that there are
t w o ways to stop the movement
of soil particles to reduce the
phosphorous concentration in the
lake. One is to improve camp
roads and their designs so w ater
is absorbed into the habitat
instead of running into the lakes,
and the other is to encourage
homcow ners to build buffer strips
of vegetation along the shore line
that would absorb the water from
going into the lakes and therefore
would prevent erosion.
However, when there are hundreds of homeowners living on the
lakes, it is difficult for individuals to
see their own impact on the lakes
and want to modify their behaviors.
The fundamental key to modify homeowners ' behavior is education about the issue, but "how
do we connect what we ' re doing
to the individual homeowner that
needs to make a behavior modification , which can cost them a lot
of money?" Cole said.
One part of the solution is the
Maine Lakes Resource Center
The citizens in the BelgradeLakes region partnered with
Colby
College .
Belgrade
Regional Conservation Alliance
and
the
Belgrade
Lakes
Association to raise 2.5 million
dollars to buy the property where
the resource center will be built It
should be finished by June
"If you want to change people 's
attitudes , you have to give them
tools," King said. "'[The C enter]
emphasizes the how-to part of living on the lake. " he said. For
examp le , if someone needs to
update a septic tank , the resource
center will be a place to go to
receive designs and the best management practices so that the
homeowner can adapt his or her
lifestyle for living on the lake and
helping to maintain it

Belgrade Lakes project
By EVA ZENILMAN

The Waterville Public Library suffered $75,000 in damages after local firefighters spent
two h o u r s e x t i n g u i s h i n g a f i v e - a l a r m f i r e that ravaged the b u i l d i n g in 1 9 5 9 .
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Matt Carey '11 knows jobs in the f ishing industry are " not g lorious

Between volunteering through
Colby Cares About Kids (CCAK)
and taking advantage of the close
proximity to Sugarloaf Mountain,
Colby students have found many
ways to become involved in the
local Maine community. They
have also been able to use nearby
resources as a tool to leam while
helping Maine secure a healthy
future, especially the future environmental protection of the nearby Belgrade Lakes.
The 20 10-2011 academic year
is the first full year that Colby faculty and students are collaborating
in efforts "to understand how the
entire ecosystem [of the Belgrade
Lakes] is coupled together from a
chemical, biological, societal, and
economic basis," Professor of
Chemistry Whitney King said.
King is the coordinator of the
Experimental
Program
to
Stimulate Competitive Research
(EPSCoR) at the College.
EPSCoR , established by the
National Science Foundation
(NSF), is a program for states that
have historically received smaller
amounts of research and development funding.
EPSCoR provides these states
with funds to help develop partnerships between higher education institutions, industries and
governments. These partnerships,
according the Government of
Maine website, are "designed to
stimulate local action that will
result in lasting improvements to
the state 's academic research
infrastructure and increased
national research and development competitiveness."
Most recently, the state of Maine
received a $20 million EPSCoR
fund to investigate environmental
sustainability. This year, the
College is utilizing the $100,000
EPSCoR grant it received from
Maine's Sustainability Solutions
Initiative to work with Belgrade
Lakes and to look at the impact of
housing developments in the area
and how they affect the water
quality of the lakes.
For students at the College, the
most exciting aspect of this project is the opportunity to become
actively involved in research to
improve water quality in Maine.
The College has developed a
good relationship with the
Department of Environmental
Protection in Maine, allowing all
the data students acquire is submitted to towns, lake associations
and the Department.
Students and faculty from the

Formany
students at the
College, the
most exciting
aspect of this
project is the
opportunity to
becomeactively
involved in
researchto help
improvewater
quality in Maine.
Nyhus, on stakeholder engagement in the Belgrade Lakes.
"We are looking into the determinants of positive conservation
behavior among residents living
near individual lakes in the region."
said Sarkar. "My thesis will focus
on the knowledge and economic
variables to determine how and
wh y people value the lakes on
which they live, including their
willingness to pay for improved
lake water quality." she said.
Faculty at the College are excited that the EPSCoR grant increased
momentum for the project.
Professor of Biology Russell Cole,
who has been working in the
Belgrade Lakes for the past 25
years, said he can now take the
background and "expand the number of faculty working together to
look at the bigger impact. "
" The College has been supportive , engaged, and helpful. "

To vote or not to vote
(in Maine)

I MCCOLUMN

Finding the silver lining in apathy

A

JL .». - the current election week has shown , political ideology can quickly divide
a room Here at the Echo, vve are no strangers to such division. Yet when our staff speaks
about this week's electora l candidates and their platforms, our conversation turns from
the issues affecting the community at large to the voting process itself.
hiking into account the significant impact that the student populations of Colby,
Bates and Bowdoin could have on the election , we have asked ourselves if it is fair for
out-of-state college students to vote on issues affecting Maine residents. While the University of Maine at Orono ' s population is largely composed of in-state students, we
agree that they are much more aware of—and a part of—the local political process at
work . But some students go to Maine and have no intention of staying—what sort of
voting rights do they have '.'
Members ol our staff are split about whether or not out-of-state students should be
able to shape the political landscape of the state About half of the Echo 's editors are registered to vote in then home state and the other half—comprised of both Mainers and
non-Mamers have registered to vote in-state during 2008's presidential election.
We have grappled with several questions:
Is n right to go into a slate other than your own and vote, thereby imposing your personal point of view onto the native political scene? Can doing so help the state in question -.' Can vve . as voters, harm our community with our votes? Is voting justified if it
helps your favorite candidate win? What if you educate yourself about the issues at
hand before you cast your vole'.'
()ne staff member argues that to v ote is to take ownership of the community in which
students live for four years Another editor counters by say ing that living in Maine nine
months out of the year does not give someone the right to vote and affect the lives of
full-time Mainers who care strongly about the issues in their community. Such debate
prompted questions about the common good of the state 's citizens , and vve all became
uneasy about our status as "students going to school in Maine."
The only thing we can agree on is the importance of voting itself. While our country
may change at the end of Election Day. the power of that entire day is the product of a
coup le hundred years " worth of history, ideas and lives that gave us the right to vote.
Why put that to shame by not making the most of what we are given? Do what feels
right.
\gree to disagree , but most importantly agree to vote (whether it be in Maine or in
vour home state).
-The staff of The Colby Echo
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There is a lot to be said in favor of a
campus that is characterized as apathetic.
In light of recent conversations on diversity and differences. I think that we as a
campus need to remove the negative connotation that apathy (perhaps that is a
misnomer) has and look at the benefits of
experiencing life without politicizing
every aspect of it.
Whenever we hig hlig ht or discuss diversity (or a lack thereof) on campus, it
often underscores differences between us,
rather than enhancing our community.
There are a lot of reasons as to why diversity is currently in the campus consciousness, ranging from the racial
diversity of the Class of 2014 to the political differences that election seasons always bring to light.
In the most ideal sense, diversity is a
crucial aspect of our educational experience. It exposes us to a plurality of viewpoints and perspectives; making us better
informed about the world we live in.
Since our youth , we (hopefully) have always been taught to accommodate and
understand differences. We are supposed
to be unconditionally tolerant of others,
and to recognize that we are all different
in some way. In one way or another, we
all belong to some kind of minority.
Whenever we feel threatened or have our
feelings hurt , open ears listen to us and
kind hearts comfort us.
That idealized sense of diversity may
work when we are younger, but in college
we are supposed to be intellectuall y challenged at every turn. It 's still OK to feel

threatened or hurt, and talk about those
sentiments, but we are all at the age where
we should also be solving our problems
as well as being realistic about how big
they are. When we highlight our differences, we should not expect people to just
agree with us. Our response to those challenges to our perspectives is often anger
or some other kind of passionate emotion.
No one has ever gotten
anywhere by feeling indignant , but people
have made progress by
engaging in forceful debate. I think that the reason that discussions on
diversity have become
so divisive is because
many of us respond
with indi gnation.
The stereotype of the
student body at Colby
is that, as a whole, it is
somewhat
apathetic
when relating to social
issues like politics or
diversity. While I think
that all stereotypes are dangerous, I also
feel that there is some truth in that generalization , in that there are not too many
public discussions on such issues where
campus participation is widespread. It
can seem as if we simply go about our
lives and live them, without finding differences at every turn. I strongly praise
that quality.
I do not seek to disagree with, or criticize , the peop le who feel the need to
express their views on a variety of topics. I myself have done that several
times in my periodical column for the
Echo. In one sense, the Opinion section
exists so that people can pontificate on
their views. There are a lot of issues in
this world that need addressing, and it is
important that we are aware of them.
My goal is to point out that , in many

situations, the people who simply live
their lives without the necessity to instruct others on how to live theirs are
actually doing more to make our campus a more pleasant place for all. I' ve
come to this conclusion after seeing so
many debates degenerate into arguments. While these instances represent a
minority of the people on campus, they
occur in very visible
places like the Civil
Discourse.
There is an incorrect
misconception that an
unwillingness to engage in such discussions is a form of
intellectual cowardice.
Sayings like "the worst
kind of action is inaction " are frequently
quoted. Being outwardly apolitical or
choosing to avoid divisiveness is not a form
of inaction. It is in fact
a highl y intelli gent action; a rational decision to cooperate with
others without coloring every relationship with perceived differences. Living
in that way is not equivilant to avoiding
life's challenges.
We do not have to seek out social
issues in life, because they will find
us. We inevitably meet people different
from us every day. A Democrat could
end up falling in love with a Republican. Some of us will have children of
a different sexuality. We should be
conscious of differences, but hi ghli ghting them and trumpeting one perspective over another onl y exacerbates
division. As I said before, we all feel
like some kind of minority at one point
or another. Let 's find comfort in the
fact that a majority of us still find a
way to coexist.
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A letter from the Class of 2014 reps
Each year, every class at Colby College
elects two class presidents to represent
them on the Student Government Association (SGA). But what does it actuall y
mean to be class president? Unless you 're
involved in SGA yourself, it 's often unclear what the role of class president actually entails. On October 17, we attended
our first official SGA meeting. Now we
would like to take this opportunity to help
you , the class of 2014 , understand how
we fit in with the rest of SGA and how we
plan to help you and make your voice
heard this year.
Every SGA meeting has a pre-determined agenda. First , the Executive Board
delivers the Executive Board Report. The
members of the board , which is comprised of the President , Vice President ,
Publicity Chair , Community Coordinator
and Parliamentarian, are given the chance
to report on the projects they are currentl y
working on and any other issues that are
pertinent to them.
After the Executive Board Report ,
SGA discusses the meeting 's official
motions for the meeting. For examp le,
at our first meeting, we began by talking about "Old Business," or motions
that have been approved but need to be
further deliberated. The motions we dis-

cussed at the first meeting we attended
included giving the Sailing, MEDLIFE ,
and Chemistry clubs official club statuses. SGA members voted unanimously in favor of all three. Next,
under the category of "New Business,"

If you are a firstyear and you
have ideas
about things
you'd like to
change about
our school ,
TELL US!
or motions that have not yet been
brought to the floor, we discussed the
prospect of a Dean of Multicultural Affairs, dorm damage, and several other
issues. After this , all members of SGA
have the chance to raise any new issues
they wish .
The way these motions come to the
floor is through SGA representatives-ei-

ther your dorm presidents or us, your
class presidents. But from where do the
ideas for our proposed motions come?
The answer is you. As members of the
Class of 2014 , we want your input and
ideas about everything and anything.
We've just finished putting together
our class council. The class council is
composed of students who want to plan
Class of 2014 events and who want to
help us come up with ideas for motions
that are reflective of the student body 's
general opinion. So far, we 've began to
discuss first-year events we would like to
see happen including two class dinners, a
holiday themed hot chocolate party and a
freshman dance.
As your class presidents , we're not
simply going to sit back and do the
bare minimum that is required of us;
we want to do more. And we can only
do this effectively if we have your
input. If you are a first-year and you
have ideas about things you 'd like to
change about our school , TELL US!
Just because we're the class presidents
doesn 't mean we get to make all the
decisions. We onl y propose the decisions that our class approves.
We can 't wait for a great year!
- Cole Yaverbaum and Brandon Rivard
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USA!USA!USA! S8r,I think wewere...grinding
RIELING IT IN

I have been taught since grade school
that America is a "melting pot," that our
nation is filled with a myriad of people,
cultures, religions and heritages. While
the idea behind this phrase rings true, the
phrase itself has become cliched and
hackneyed. I have always taken for
granted the enormous diversity that is the
United States of America. We are a large
nation , with so much variety in our population and our geography; however, we
are still unquestionably and resolutely
one country. The more 1 think about this,
the more astounding the idea becomes.
Since the end of the
Civil War, the question of
secession has not seriously arisen again. Yes,
the idea does come up
from time to time, such as
last year when Texas Governor Rick Perry floated
the idea of leaving the
Union; however, in my
eyes, that and similar
threats are little more than
a shameful publicity stunt.
The idea of a state or geographical region actually
leaving America and
forming their own nation
is simply outrageous and
doesn 't even cross most peoples minds.
Despite occasional differences and disagreements among the states, everyone
accepts the Union and holds it up as a universal truth.
Likewise, America is committed to
settling political differences with ballots
and instead of bullets. Again, this statement must be qualified, as some fringe
groups threaten to militantly overthrow
the government and politicians make
comments about "Second Amendment
remedies." As a whole , however, the
idea of a military coup or a large scale
up rising and overthrow of the government is unthinkable. It is just something
that isn 't part of the political culture in
America. We are committed to a peaceful transfer of power from one adminis-

tration to the next , based on the will of
the people and exercised through the
ballot box.
These ideas are so thoroughly embedded in the American conscience that
many times I take them for granted and
forget just how incredible they are.
What really helped , me realize the
uniqueness of our nation was looking at
it in a comparative context. So many nations around the world, most of which
are much smaller and more homogenous
than ours, are wracked with violence
and fragmentation.
Take, for example, Ireland , which has
the size and population of the state of
South Carolina. In ethnic and cultural
terms , Ireland is pretty homogenous;
the largest division in Irish society exists between Protestants and Catholics.
Yet despite Ireland's small size and relativel y consistent population , it was
plagued by partition-related violence
for the latter half of the
20th century. Now, Ireland may not be the best
country to compare to
America
given
its
markedly different history, so p lease don 't
think that I am comparing apples to apples here,
and take my argument
with a grain of salt. During the intense period of
violence in Ireland , the
Protestant population in
the north of the country
chose to remain part of
the United Kingdom
while the Catholic population decided to become independent
and join the Republic of Ireland. This
division resulted in more than 3,000
deaths. Other nations all over the world
have been wracked by violence as a result of societal division.
These foreign examples illustrate
how incredible America really is. Even
though we are large and diverse , we are
dedicated to unity and peaceful transitions of power. This becomes especially
meaningful when I keep in mind that
smaller nations than all around the
world have terrible problems with partition and violence. So say what you
will about America , but this integra l
part of our nation is something that
should be hi ghly valued and never taken
for granted.

Even though
we are large
and diverse,
we sire
dedicated to
unity find
peaceful
transitions of
power.

People have different
tastes in music than I do?

Like most of you, it takes a lot to make
me fall into an emotional fit and cry hysterically into my pillow. Yet this is how I've
gone to bed every night for the past several
weeks. Why? How could I, the ultimate
man's man, be so torn apart? I will tell you,
friends. It started innocently enough at a
lunchtime conversation. I began speaking
about Busta Rhymes,
who is the greatest musician of all time. Without
warning, one of my
friends stated that while
he liked Busta Rhymes,
he preferred the music of
Kanye West. 1 did what
any rational person would
do upon hearing such a
ridiculous sentiment uttered: I stood up, flipped
the table over and ran
screaming from the dining hall.
1 am not so naive as to
believe
that
Busta
Rhymes is the only musician. I am just saying that he is the best musician. What qualifies me to say this?
Friends, it is time for me to make a confession. I don't tell this to everyone, but I feel
like I have known you long enough. I was
born with a certain mutation in my DNA
that allows me to form opinions at a level
higher than any other human. It is an extremely rare condition (I am the only documented case), and I normally keep it
concealed. But it is important that you know
I am not just blowing smoke when I say

According to top Opinionologists ,
opinions are formed in the "opinionary
lobe" of the brain (named after its discoverer, Steven Opinionary). The average person 's opinionary lobe forms
opinions with a 30 percent accuracy rate.
What 's my accuracy rate, you ask? Twohundred percent. Think that 's impossible? Stop letting your tiny opinionary
lobe do your thinking; it 's embarrassing.
But back to whatever it was I was talking about. I am absolutely correct in stating that Busta Rhymes is the best
musician ever, which makes any person
who thinks otherwise wrong.
And yet such people stubbornly choose
to continue existing. It seems that everywhere I ttim, there is a person whose favorite artist is
not Busta Rhymes. And
even among these dolts,
there is disagreement.
Some prefer the Baha
Men, some prefer the
Backstreet Boys and some
prefer Justin Bieber. 1
haven 't
personally
counted, but 1 suspect there
to be over 50 musicians
and bands who are not
Busta Rhymes.
For example, this past
weekend the Dropkick
Murphys
performed.
While 1 respect that they
try to make music, they are most certainly
not Busta Rhymes and thus not worthy of
my time. Where does SPB get off, planning
a fall concert with a band that does not exactly suit my tastes? I don 't want to say anything I might regret, but it almost feels like
SPB did not even think of my opinions
when they chose which band would perform. I don 't often admit defeat (I never
admit defeat), but for once, 1 am stumped. I
hope one day to discover where these people find the nerve to have opinions different

I am absolutely
correct in stating
that Busta
Rhymes is the
best musician
ever, which
makes any person
who thinks otherwisewrong.

As we college students look back at our
young lives, I think our development as
social dancers provides us with important
milestones that parallel our development
as people. When I say dancing, I'm not
talking about interpretive dance or ballet.
I' m talking about dancing in a social setting with the opposite sex. On the timeline
of our lives, our evolution as dancers at social , mixed-gender gatherings provides us
with critical moments that both parallel
and influence our progression toward becoming fully-formed adults.
Think about the sort of dancer you are
now versus the dancer you were when
you first started. If you 're a guy, before
you started dancing with girls you
danced around , but not with your male
friends (I hate to be overl y heteronormative here, but I' m j ust drawing from my
own experiences). At third- and fourthgrade dances, I did the white man 's overbite (an essential weapon in every cheesy
Caucasian male 's dancing arsenal that
involves , as the name suggests, firmly
biting your lower lip with your top row
of teeth as you dance) and did the Twist
in the corner with my pals.
Then came fifth grade , and kids
started slow dancing. This was a monumental development. For the first time,
you were dancing and actuall y touching
a girl at the same time. Every guy remembers this sort of dancing. It was as if
you suddenly became afflicted with rigor
mortis. Your arms were rigid , your
sweaty palms were awkwardly resting on
your partner 's waist, her arms were
equally rigid and her hands rested on top
of your shoulders, and both of you
swayed predictably from side to side like
a metronome.
1 slow danced with a handful of female
acquaintances through my fifth and sixth
grade years (I apologize, it 's usually not
my style to brag about my conquests like
this, but let 's just say that around my middle school they used to call me the Wilt
Chamberlain of slow dancing), but my
watershed moment came at a Bar Mitzvah
reception in sixth grade. The setting was
the restaurant on the lobby floor of a
Radisson Hotel. I had been eyeing a curlyhaired girl named Amy from my Hebrew
School class for much of the afternoon.
Finally, I mustered up the courage to
go ask her to dance. I downed the last

of the Manischewitz in my Dixie Cup,
tossed my yarmulke to my friend Evan ,
and boldl y headed out onto the sparsely
populated dance floor. I'll never forget
that dance. The song the DJ was p laying was the Righteous Brothers ' rendition of "Unchained Melody. " To this
day, that soulful anthem to love and
longing still has a special p lace in my
heart because of that dance. When I
hear that tune I can ' t hel p but get all
misty-eyed as I think back on the halcyon , days of Bar and Bat Mitzvah
dances. As Amy and I swayed slowly on
the linoleum dance floor and avoided
eye contact , our arms stiff, 1 thought to
myself, "This is it. This is romance."
That dance left an indelible mark on my
memory. I thought I had reached the
pinnacle of romance. How could anything ever surpass the sheer unbridled
passion of that dance?
But then in ninth grade. I found out
that 1 was wrong, so wrong. It happened
at the ninth grade winter semi-formal,
which was held in the dining room of
the local Yarmouth House Restaurant. I
had been engaging in some sort of
swing dancing with a girl named Rachel
when she abruptly backed up into me
and pulled me toward her. Suddenly we
were engaged in that scandalous activity that the kids call "grinding. " Like
the dance at the Bar Mitzvah , this was a
transformational moment for me, an
awakening of sorts. I thoug ht I had
reached the peak of amorousness back
in sixth grade , only to discover at this
ninth-grade dance that 1 was sorel y mistaken , that there was a whole uncharted
world of dancing out there .
Again, allow me to share with you my
mid-dance inner monologue. I remember
thinking to myself while grinding, "Holy
crap. This is grinding. I' ve seen something like this in rap videos , but I never
thought it would happen to me. But just
look at me now." I still remember the
song we danced to: it was the Ying Yang
Twins' popular hit "Get Low." On that
magical snowy Friday evening in early
January, we certainly did.
The exhilaration of the moment turned
into guilt the next day I woke up the
next morning thinking to myself. "What
have I done to poor Rachel?" I half-expected Chris Hansen from Dateline NBC
to show up at my house and ask me to
"take a seat" (admittedly the reference is
a bit anachronistic; I don 't think "To
Catch a Predator" was on TV when I was
in ninth grade).
I had never done anything that
raunchy at a school-sanctioned event , let
alone at all. How could this—such vigorous rubbing against another student in

time to the beat of blatantl y misogynistic
rap music—be allowed? Furthermore,
how could it be legal?
Out of shame and guilt , I was tempted
to call up Rachel' s father the next morning and confess what had happened: "Hi .
is this Rachel' s father?...Hi , this is Dan
Sidman....Yeah , from her class.... Well,
me and her we were...Last night at the
dance we were...I don 't really know
how to say this....Sir , I think we
were...grinding."
Worse yet , I imagined Rachel curled up
in the fetal position on her couch the next
day hysterically crying, her parents on either side of her petting her hair comfortingly and consoling her as she told them
in between sobs how "he just wouldn 't
stop grinding with me. The song ended
and then he just wanted to grind with me
for another song!"
Somehow, I managed to move on with
my life, and I soon came to realize that the
sort of dancing 1 was doing was socially acceptable. In fact, it was encouraged. In fact,
1 had better do it lest I be left out.
But just when I thought such dance floor
lasciviousness couldn 't possibly go any further, it ascended to new heights at the end
of my sophomore year of high school at the
spring formal. My date was a girl named
Marissa. We had been engaging in your
standard , run-of-mill grinding. By this
point I had habituated to this style of grinding and no longer suffered from debilitating bouts of guilt and self-loathing after the
act. But then Marissa suddenly turned
around at the start of a new song, eager to
continue the grinding face-to-face. I didn 't
even know that was possible! This new development was so mind-blowing that after
a few frenetic seconds of dancing I had to
excuse myself and go get some air on the
deck of the Ballymeade Country Club.
Marissa soon came out on the deck to
find out what was wrong. "Look, Marissa,"
I responded. "I like you and everything, and
you 're a good friend, but this is just too
much right now. This face-to-face grinding
thing is a just a bit much for me to handle. "
I guess the point of all this is that 1 feel
like there 's a lot of interplay between
your dancing life and the rest of your life.
The two closely parallel each other
These important moments in your social
dancing career have immeasurable influence on other facets of your life. I think
you can figure out a lot about yourself by
looking back at these pi\otal moments in
your life as a social dancer. For me, for
example, it 's fairl y easy to see by looking at the examples above how these various moments at dances have molded me
into the emotionally cri ppled man I am
today. This is just my theory, take it or
leave it. Happy dancing.

Colbystruggleswith community
Community. Diversity. Community. Diversity. We at the College have been hopelessly repeating these words as if they were
a mantra—in the Echo, in the SGA, in the
committees, in the work groups, in the
classrooms, in the Coffeehouse and in the
boardroom. At times it seems like we have
been on the cusp of substantial progress on
these daunting fronts , but we are once
again stuck in the proverbial mud.
Let us hark back to that special day
after April 12, 2009, when the student
body turned out in a crimson tide on the
academic quad to protest the egregious actions of a few security officers and the Waterville Police Department. On that day,
we felt like we had the momentum; surely
this would be a watershed moment. The
administration could not defend the indefensible. Action was necessary, and there
was no better time for it. However, in the
days after that awe-inspiring display of
unity, conventional wisdom was turned on
its head. Student unity devolved into a
morass of fatigue and disillusionment. The
administration did, indeed, defend the indefensible in the most cynical way : appointing a conservative African American
lawyer to obscure the facts and save face.
The fact of the matter is that our administration has a less than distinguished record
on the issues of diversity and community. It
really boils down to one thing: the identity
of this venerable institution. Since the early
UK'l..- ..<k.n rnlhir lnn.f nn,^]«V.M .w

g ional college that served the needs of the
northeastern corridor to a national college
with global educational intentions , the
school's identity has been remarkably
~
vague Are we still the socially elite institution that caters to the whtms of the privileged, or are we an intellectually and
culturally diverse institution , which makes
a concerted effort to embrace a variety of
different people, ideas and practices?
Over the last three years (and I would
venture to guess the last 30 years), numerous students , professors and admin-

The fact of the
matter is that our
administration
has a less than
distinguished
record on the
issues of diversity
and community.
istrators have made a concerted effort to
create a more cosmopolitan culture .
However, I doubt that the hig hest levels
of the administration and the Board of
Trustees are truly committed to creating
the kind of inclusive and diverse campus
community that so many of us want to
see. I do not believe that the College 's
most influential leaders have entirely let
go of our former identity ; instead, they
have attempted to straddle our old and
new identities. Consequently, we have
not formed a cohesive community. We
.«.,,. h«M tli-
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class in our history, but the faetionalized
social atmosphere continues unabated.
Across the board, minority social cliques
do not receive the type of support that
they need in order to feel included in the
College 's social atmosphere. The issue of
racial diversity is most prominent on
campus; outright racist acts and microaggressions have been all too common
during the last three years (Cinco de
Mayo , April 12, racial ep ithets on dorm
room white boards , etc.).
And now in the last year we have lost two
Deans of Multicultural Affairs, who were
making substantial and positive progress on
these fronts. What does the administration
have to say about these firings'.' Nothing, apparendy. The administration has held up its
tradition of running a 'Defense Department ' type operation by providing "no comment,"
as if the reason behind the dismissal of Dean
Shontae Praileau was protected by the 'Official Secrets Act. ' This kind of behavior is
emblematic of the administration 's tendency
to conduct its most sensitive dealings behind
closed doors without getting input from the
majority of students and professors. On a variety of sensitive issues, the administration
refuses to have open and honest conversations with our community. Instead, they
make decisions independently and rarely
communicate them effectively to the rest of
the community.
If we. as a community, are to have a
frank conversation about how we can
make our community more diverse and
inclusive, our administration needs to jettison its self-deluded air of infallibility ,
start practicing transparency, and make a
commitment to a culturall y diverse campus atmosphere Tell us why Dean Shontae Praileau left after just one month on
the job, and while you are at it. apologi/e
f n r Anri l P

WEDNESDAY

BRIDGE:
"Fearless" with Jeff Shang

i

Cotter Union — Lower Programming Space
6 p.m.
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THURSDAY

Gina Siepel Artist's Talk
Bixler 154
4:30 p.m.
Gina Siepel will discuss her process- and
performance-based works , including a hand-built
workboat based on the traditional river bateau,
video documentation of her trips down the
Kennebec River with a variety of guides and
photographs inspired by Winslow Homer 's iconic
paintings and watercolars. Reception to follow in
the Museum lobby.
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Broadway Musical Revue
Cotter Union — Rage Balcony
7 p.m.

^W—W—W——— I————————

Diamond 122
7 p.m.

SATURDAY

Dr. Amy Williams , M.D. P'13 , a surgeon ,
administrator and educator at the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, MN will provide insight to how
"Obamacare " will change America 's healthcare
system.
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Broadway Musical Revue
Cotter Union — Rage Balcony

7 p.m.
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SUNDAY

Mental Health Narratives

Diamond 141

Pugh Center
7 p.m.
Mental Health Narratives is the reading of
anonymous narratives written by Colby students
about their experiences with mental illness.
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unplugged.
Cotter Union — tower Programming Space
7 p.m.
Join your EcoReps for an evening of acoustic
performances while enjoying local , organic foods!
MI
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TUESDAY

Diamond Atrium
2 p.m.

China's Grand Canyons
by Kristen McDonald
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Health Care After Reform
with Dr. Amy Williams, P*13

Broadway Musical Revue
Cotter Union — Rage Balcony
7 p.m.
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MONDAY

BRIDGE Conference:
The L Word' s Rose Troche

Curr ents 6:

'

FRIDAY

7 p.m.

Dr. Kristen McDonald is executive director of
China Rivers Project , whose mission is to protect
China 's river heritage for people and wildlife and
to promote river-based recreation in China. Her
talk entitled "China 's Grand Canyons" will focus
on dam construction along western China's
waterways, including threats to the social and
ecological heritage of some of the least spoiled
areas in China. An exhibit of photographs taken
along the Yangtze, Salween, Mekong, Yalong
Tsangpo and Reting Tsangpo river will be on
display in the Atrium following the lecture.

Southworth Lecture:
"Here and Now " with Deborah Berke
Diamond 122
7 p.m.

The architect Deborah Berke will deliver the
fortieth annual Clara M. Southland Lecture in
Environmenta l Design at Colby College. She is
currently Professor of Architectural Design at
Yale University, where she has taught for the past
23 years. Her firm, Deborah Berke & Partners , is
responsible for buildings and interiors that have
received recognition both for the quality of their
design and for the firm 's sensible approach to
problems of contemporary architecture , an
approach that has resulted in works that are at
once functional , visually compelling and life
affirming—that is, they are both humanistic and
crystalline.

.
Movie Screening:
At the Death House Door
Cotter Union — Pugh Center
8 p.m.
This is an Amnesty International sponsored film
examining the U.S. death penalty system.
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LUZICARE SHARES

PROCRASTINATE WITH SUDOKU
COURTESY OF WEBSUD0KU.COM

NICK I0DICE/TME COLBY ECHO

Students look on as Hilary Sapanski '13 exp lains the LuziCare organization at their event.
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On the ballot for Secretary of State
in California yesterday was 22-year
old student Marylou Cabral of Cal
State, Long Beach. She tried to run
for the board in 2008 and
impressively won 18 percent of the
vote but failed to capture the seat.
This time, ninning as a
third-party candidate for the
Peace and Freedom Party, she
believes that the "electoral process
under the capitalist system is
rigged." But she 's still giving it that
old college try.
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JOKAS'
SPECIALS
Gritty McDuff 12 pack

CELEBRATING THE END OF AUTUMN

Was $17.59, now only $13.99 + tax and
deposit

Donapaula Malbec from
Argentina

Was $10.99, now only $6.99 + tax and
deposit

Bud Light Wheat 12 Pack
Was $13.49, now only $6.99 + tax and
deposit
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers in Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
CHRIS K&SPRAK, THE COLBY ECHO

A group of students ga thered outside to enjoy the beautiful foliage before the cold weather arrives.

L.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

BartokNight combines the bestof both worlds

Prof essor's
original play
explores
composer 's
music, politics

BY QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR
When the composer Bela
Bartok was 12 years old . he
heard Beethoven's 14th String
Quartet and he
was in awe. He
came back home
and wrote down
every note of the
piece on manuscript paper. The
violinist for the
Botromeo String
Quartet. Nicholas
Kitchen , told the
audience he has
actually seen this
sheet of manuscript paper the
moment Bartok
fell in love with
the string quartet
preserved in a
sheet of paper.
Professor of Theater and
Dance Lynne Conner 's originally conceived and directed theater piece . Bartok Sight was
staged in two parts.
Bartok Genesis began with the
piece that prompted Bartok"s love
affair with the string quartet-(the
first movement of Beethoven 's
14th String Quartet )-and ended
with Bartok's last string quartet,
the culmination of his compositional idiom. Colby was luck y
enough to have one of the premiere string quartets in the
world perform on its on stage .

The quartet 's exquisite artistry
and intense passion reminded
me why I love music
After intermission a record
player and a chair were added to
the spare stage, and Bartok joined
the quartet in the telling of his
story. "Listen!" he said eagerl y,
putting the needle of the record
player on the record. Here
Borromeo readied themselves:
the first violin played an evocation (melod y is not the right
term), answered b y the cello.
'"Birds!" Bartok explained. And
as the quartet
continued ,
"Insects!
The
nig ht sky. "
Ironic . sardonic, passionate,
sincere
Bartok was all
these things. As
a composer, he
wrote
in
an
idiom comp letel y unlike his
contemporaries
or
composers
before
him.
Using inspiration from his
native Hungary
and E a s t e r n E u r o p e (folk
songs ,
harmonies . scales ,
rhythms). Bartok was able to
free his music "from the tyranny of major and minor " and
experiment with meter, creating
a sound in Western art music
that was all his own.
At first I was afraid the play
would be akin to a dramatic
reading of a music history textbook. However, as it proceeded ,
one finds it is a deeper (and
much more engaging) exploration . It is a subtle examination
of Bartok the man. his music and
his place during a transformative

[Bartok Night]
is a subtle
examination of
Bartok the
man, his music
and his place
during a
transformative
period in
history.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MILES DE KLERK

The world renowned Borromeo String Quartet and Robert Bonotto recreate the life through music of the modern composer Bela Bartok.
The theaterpiece was written and directed by Professor of Theater and Dance Lynne Conner and had its Colby premiere this Friday.
period in history.
His native Hungary having
been occupied by Nazis during the
Second World War, we find
Bartok in self-imposed exile tn
America. (As an aside, while
many composers sought to have
their works played in fascist Italy
and Nazi Germany. Bartok was
adamantly opposed to having his
music played in either country).
Bonotto talked to the audience
as if we were students in a
classroom, or as if we were
journalists i n t e r v i e w i n g h i m .
He mused about his music , his
politics. Hungary, his famil y,
and self-deprecatingly about

himself. Conner 's script subtl y
united all these interconnected
facets of his life.
Before seeing the play, I was
curious about how Conner
would integrate the string quartet
with the actor on stage or how
she would use music as a storytelling device. At first I thought
it was awkward to have Bartok
mill around stage while the quartet p layed an entire movement .
But I realized that Bartok s
behavior is exactly how people
listen to classical music and I
really came to enjoy this metaanalysis as a subtle and revealing touch. Having a live

quartet also made the music
more alive and immediate.
I was especiall y drawn to the
idea that music speaks where
words fail. I can 't remember
the exact context that called for
the fifth movement of the
Fourth String Quartet , but
Borromeo played it with such
exquisite and controlled violence: their bows crunching
against strings in driving, erratic rhythms, that the context
almost didn 't matter. The music
stood on its own as a revealing and
raw expression of Bartok.
Keats wrote "Beauty is truth ,
truth beauty " and while "beauti-

ful" is not the first word most
people would use to describe
Bart6k*s music , the play reall y
made me feel like his music had
made known a truth that cannot
be named. Certainly, I came
away feeling somehow more
enlightened.
However, B a r t o k' s genius
and artistry can only have
expression when it is actuall y
given voice. Conner, Bonotto
and the Borromeo Quartet
captured honestly and devotedly a facet of our own history and humanity in two of the
most beautiful media: music
and theater.

Maine artist exploresKennebecregion, nostalgia
By ESTHER KING
NEWS STAFF

Il
may be startling to
encounter a wooden nverboat as
you walk through the glass doors
of the Colby College Museum of
Art. However, the beautiful ,
handcrafted bateau is part of the
Currents6: Gina Siepel exhibit
of photograp hs and video documentation. The exhibit opens
this Thursday. November 4.
Artist Gina Siepel received
most of her artistic training in
Maine She obtained her Master
of Fine Arts from the Maine
College of Art in Portland, studied woodcraft at the Center for
Furniture
Craftsmanshi p in
Rock port . Maine , and spent a
summer in residency at the
Skowhegan School of Painting
and Sculpture
Established in 2006 . the
Museum 's Currents series supports "the creation of new works
by emerging artists with connections to Maine." Elizabeth Finch ,
the curator of the exhibit ,
explained.
"We were very
intrigued that the project [Siepel]
proposed for Colby was directly
inspired
b y the Kennebec
region ." Finch said
Siepel is particularly interested in the Kennebec River ' s
importance in the region ' s character, ecology and economy: "I
kepi finding myself drawn to
it ," she said.
On a side trip to the Waterville
Public Library. Siepel came
across the book Kennebec
Cradle of Americans , which
inspired the works in the exhibit.
"It was this really fascinating but
also veiy dated history of the area.
and I got totally sucked into it. "
Siepel lecalled.
Reading the book w ith a
Korean-American
artist
and
friend. Siepel began to think

COURTESY OF THE COLBY COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART

Gina Siepel s photograp h Portrait of the Artist as "The Trapper. " repurposes Winslow Homer s' iconic painting as part of a new exhibit.
about the various lenses through

"We were very
intrigued that
the project
[Siepel]
proposed for
Colby was
directly inspired
by the
Kennebec
region."
Elizabeth Finch
Curator

which different people view the

American landscape. In so
doing she hit upon "the idea of
looking into the history of guiding in the wilderness. "
And so her project began:
Siepel spent a year building a
traditional guiding boat, and a
summer taking it out on the
Kennebec River. She documented the tri p with a video camera :
"The video involves a collaborative action of exp loration: of
understandings, of experiences ,
of a place ." Siepel said. The project doesn 't pretend to be a documentary: it is overtly poetic
and critically engages the idea
of historical objectivity that
documentaries promote
In order to call into question
the traditional role of the artist as
a "guide." Siepel decided to invite
"other people to be the guides for
the artist." Siepel assembled a

diverse group of peop le: a campground owner, a professor of philosophy, a Maine fishing guide
and a historian, to name a few.
By juxtaposing their different
perspectives, Siepel sought to
depict the richness of the area in
a very personal way.
Siepel's Kennebec-based section of the exhibit is complemented by a senes of photographs
entitled "After Winslow Homer. "
In these photograp hs , Siepel
explores the idealized relationshi p
between man and nature in
Winslow Homer 's Adirondack
Guide paintings from the 1890s.
Because she lives in a suburban
area of Boston . Siepel found
Homer 's romanticized image of
man in nature "pretty unattainable" and became interested in
attempting to recreate it in her
own environment. Siepel worked

with the Hungarian-American
artist Monica Sziladi . contrasting
the alienating qualities
of

Siepel's
Kennebec-based
section of the
exhibit is
complemented
by a series of
photographs
entitled "After
Winslow Homer. "
Sziladi' s work with Winslow 's
ideas of harmony and man in control of nature .

Approaching Homer's images
from a queer perspective, Siepel
also sought to repurpose them to
ironize and critique the gender
content of his works, in an effort to
"remake and reclaim it."
In her photographs and video
installations, Siepel promotes the
idea of art as performance: "The
idea of performance in my work
functions as a way of exploring
how we create and re-create ourselves in everyday life." Her interest in the performative aspect of art
has led her to emphasize the
process of the work.
For example, "Bateau in
Flight," a video installation documenting the lowering of the
bateau from the house in which it
was stored, makes the viewer
aware of the complete process
behind her project.
Siepel thinks of artmaking "as
a practice that intersects with
many forces in the world: personal , material , political , historical, collaborative... rather than
as the production of discreet, singular objects." She identifies herself as a "maker of art and other
useful things."
"[Siepel] is very engaged in
the present. Her boat is not
meant as a re-enactment - but [as
a tool to] better understand history," Finch said. Siepel's project
attempts to activel y exp lore and
reclaim the past by incorporating
multiple voices and actions that
took place "in real time and
space, outside of the museum
and gallery environment.
Siepel will give a lecture about
her work on ThursdayNovember 4
at 4:30 p.m., which will be followed by an opening reception at
5:30 p.m. The Museum will be
open until 8 p.m. as part of its
"First Thursday" program , in
which students can enjoy free food
and drinks (21 and older, bring ID)
and visit the Museum after hours.

REVIEW
N? Feats of daredevilry
I

see something you like, let us
know." This definitely set the
tone for the rest of the show
to follow.
The first set of movement
sequences involved a huge
panel of Plexiglas set in the
middle of the stage. One by
one , the actioneers would
sprint toward the panel and
collide headlong with it ,
plastering their bodies to
the glass and then allowing
themselves to fall backward , making the audience
cringe with each leap, fli p
and dive. The actioneers
however, performed t h e s e
stunts unflinchingly.
One
si gnature
move
involved the actioneers landing in a full bod y face p lant
on a mat whenever they
jumped off a prop. This left
audience members baffled;
everyone in my row would
cry out as we watched the
performers propel
themselves off platforms, dod ge
swinging wooden beams and
cinderblocks and constantl y
flirt with gravity.
At one point , all the actioneers stood on a platform that
was gradually rising upward,
one by one the performers
jumped off the platform and
landed stiff as a board on the
mat below. By the time the last
actioneer jumped off, the platform was level with the top of
the stage curtain rod. In a technique involving bracing all her
muscles right before the landing, the actioneer was able to

'This is Water"
I

T By Michaela Pembroke, News Staff

On Wednesday October
27, a team of dancers known
as Stneb Extreme Action
came to Portland' s Merrill
Auditorium
to
perform
STREB: Raw , a highly exciting and dynamic show of
unconventional motion.
In 1979, choreographer
Elizabeth Streb founded this
unique performing group,
touring throughout the US
and internationally. In 2003
Streb established S.L.A.M.
(Streb
Lab
for
Action
Mechanics) in Brooklyn , NY,
where rehearsals are completely public , inviting members of the community to
watch the actioneers perform
unbelievable stunts .
As stated in the program
notes ,
Elizabeth
Streb's
choreography, (known as
"PopAction"), "intertwines
the disciplines of dance, athletics, boxing, rodeo, the circus and Holl ywood stunt
work." From the moment the
lights dimmed , I could tell that
this was going to be one
unique performance.
As people began to silence
their cell phones, one of the
sound designers, shouted into
the microphone, "Portland, we
want you to have a great time
tonight , and we just want to let
you know that we believe in
audience sovereignty !
"Leave your phones on, we
encourage you to take pictures , up load videos on
YouTube, Facebook, whatever; just promise us that if you

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: JUSTIN BANKS '11

1
land perfectly stiff on the mat
without hurting herself at all.
Similarly, at one point
during the show, one actioneer held another above his
head. The lifted performer
reclined backward in a fashion that was strikingl y similar to that of the "Dance of
in
the
the
Arabians "
Nutcracker Ballet. However,
instead of lowering her to the
ground gracefully, the male
actioneer threw her off of his
shoulder and she fell forward
(bracing herself) with unexpected audacity.
These shocking moments of
unexpected
action
define
Streb's style. As aptly stated
by the program notes, "Streb
believes that true movement
invention happens accidentally with the milling together of
strangers and out of the
diverse movement voices that
accidentally cross paths."
STREB: Raw was comprised of effortless movement sequences that all
possess an improvtsational,
elastic q u a l i t y to them ,
incorporating many aspects
of dance, gymnastics and
stunt work. The company
earned many awards including annual support from the
National Endowment for the
Arts. They are also widely
recognized for their philanthrop ic work .
It was truly a show unlike
anything I have ever seen, and
I would recommend it to anyone who enjoys visual arts.

Arts Brief
Fearless LGBT athletes
Queer artist Jeff Sheng 's
popular photography exhibit
Fearless will be opening in
Cotter Union this Wednesday,
November 3.
The exhibit is a series of
photographs of openly, selfidentifying lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT)
high school and college athletes. The photographs will be
mounted on the staircase leading up to the Pub and Campus
Life Office for two weeks.
The exhibit has been featured at 40 other colleges and

high schools, at ESPN headquarters and at the Vancouver Winter
Olympics this past winter.
In addition to the opening on
Wednesday, the artist will be
giving a talk on his work in the
Lower Programming space
(LoPo) at 7:30 p.m.
The event and exhibit are
sponsored by The Bridge, with
funding from the Colby College
Museum of Art, Athletic
Department, Art Department,
Campus Life and the Office of
the President.
"The goal [of the exhibit] is

to show the often underrepresented field of LGBT athletes.. .it challenges the notions
that all athletes are straight and
that all sports teams are homophobic," Pat Adams '13, one of
the event 's organizers, said.
"I'm really hoping Colby students-athletes and otherwisetake a serious look at the individuals [in the photographs] and
think about how homophobia
can be particularly harsh in an
athletic environment."
-Qainat Khan, A&E Editor

I Soh Daiko to perform I
The thunderous sounds of
Japanese taiko drums will reverberate around the Colby campus
as the taiko troupe, Soh Daiko,
performs this weekend.
Soh Daiko is a group of
artists from a dojo in New York
City, the first taiko dojo on the
East Coast. Their music style is
characteristically
dramatic ,
incorporating acrobatics, complex choreography and other
energetic visual elements.
Though the taiko drums
themselves are the primary
instruments, Soh Daiko has also
been known to use bamboo
flutes, brass bells, conch shells
and gongs. Their music includes
classic Shinto music, adaptations of classic taiko arrangements, and original pieces
composed by the performers.
Soh Daiko has received positive
reviews from the New York Times
and has perfoiined in high-profile

venues such as Carnegie Hall, the
American Museum of Natural
History, the Metropolitan Museum,
the Lincoln Center, and places as
far as the United Kingdom and
Japan. They have been featured
on National Public Radio,
Sesame Street, MTV , and the
DavidLetterman
Show.
Soh Daiko was founded in
1979 by members of the New
York Buddhist Church as a
youth activity after members of
the Young Buddhist Association
saw Chicago's taiko troupe perform. Reverend Hozen Seki
named the group Soh Daiko
which means "peaceful, harmonious drums." Over time Soh
Daiko became an adult group.
Wynn Yamami, a former
member of Soh Daiko and the
Artist in Residence at Colby last
semester who taught taiko drumming, initially contacted Soh
Daiko to invite them to Colby.

When he left campus at the
end of the semester Professor
Tamae Prindle of the East
Asian Studies department
took over and made the necessary arrangements.
Soh Daiko will be performing
in the Parker-Reed Room and
Marchetti Room of the SchairSwenson-Watson Alumni Center
on Saturday, November 6.
"The group will be giving a
workshop to the members of
the taiko clubs in Colby, Bates
and Hall-Dale High School ,"
Prindle said. "Also, there will
be a very brief concert by these
club members after Soh Daiko
performs." Soh Daiko will perform from 4:00 p.m. until 5:00
p.m. The performances are
open to all members of the
Colby community.
-Daniel Sunderland, News
Staff

CHRIS KASPRAK/ THF coLar
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Justin Banks '11 is an English major whose musical interests led him to creative writing and sound art.
BY QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

1 always thought Justin Banks
was this sort of romantic figure,
the second coming of Jack
Kerouac, brimming with music
and poetry. 1 asked for an interview not only to write this article, but also because it would
give me an excuse to talk to him
and get to know him better. The
feeling was reci procated.
"I really wanted to interview
you the way you were interviewing me ," he said "And
then I was thinking, maybe
this is a conversation between
two peop le who want to get to
know each other better , and
that is the purpose behind this
whole thing. "
We ended up talking about portrayals of gender and sexuality in
film , my job as an "art critic" for
the Echo and whether it is possible to be over-educated (during
which we bonded over David
Foster Wallace's commencement
speech at Kenyon).
But the rest of this article will
be about Justin 's work as a fiction
writer and a composer.
QK: How did you first get
started in fiction writing?
JB: 1 was a music major when
I first got to Colby and I thought
that was what I wanted to do.
Then I realized I had a mild
obsession with words; 1 thought
they were pretty and beautiful...
I guess that 's what seduced me:
the musical quality of writing—
like lyricism and the rhythm and
the cadence of words.
Basically, 1 started writing seriously about two summers ago and
wrote a couple of stories over this
past summer, which I sent out to
various places.
QK: When you sit down at
your blank page or your blank
computer screen how do you go
from having that idea and putting
it on paper?
JB: I figured we were going to
get into some process questions.
It 's like an artist 's chastity belt.
Everyone wants to protect it

because it 's a weird and crazy
thing how you go about getting
and executing ideas.
I do most of my thinking in
bed, just before I sleep. I get an
image of a character in a place
and the process of writing is
basically throwing him into a
scene and getting to know the
facets of [the] character by
watching him p lay out in your
head and transcribing what [the
character is] doing. That 's the
ideal way of doing it for
me...The writing process is an
act of discovery about that character, by just throwing him into
various situations and finding out
[his] weaknesses and trying to
throw [him] into the most emotionall y taxing situations.
QK: Do you ever feel vulnerable when you write, because
you are baring yourself to criticism even when [your work is]
taken well?
JB: The short answer is no, I
don 't feel vulnerable-I guess
because [my writing is] detached
from me. I can show parts of
myself to people that I can 't bring
up and talk about in conversation.
It 's a very intimate way to connect with someone because you
are getting their deepest emotions
but there is also a level of impersonality, being able to stand
behind your artifice. And it
makes it not so scary.
QK: How did you first get
your start in electronic music and
sound art?
JB: Actually, I didn 't know
much about sound art before I
came to college but I was always
very interested in orchestration
and production... I was interested most by the interaction of
sounds of different timbres and
tone colors.
I did two or threesemestersof an
independent study with [Professor
of Music] Jonathan Hallstrom, so
he brought me through the history
of electronic music.
I've been composing the last
couple of semesters doing a lot rf
recording of sounds and then
manipulating them through vari-

ous programs. It 's incredible the
variety of sounds you can create.
Over the summer, I did this
piece with radio because I got
reall y bored listening to the clear
channel commercialized radio
that is ubiquitous and hangs
heavy over public airwaves... I
was wondering if there was some
way to capture the nostalgia factor of all these tunes: the feeling
you get when you hear an old
song you appreciate in some way
but get bored with the banality of
hearing over and over again. I
wanted to capture that but also
bring in this element of variation
and manipulation.
So I wrote this program that
does a lot of sampling and pitch
shifting and the radio feeds
through in a constant stream but
the songs are riffed out and
manipulated through these various aesthetic forms that I created. It obscures the song but I
guess what I wanted you to hold
on to is the nostal gia that you get
from a song that you know and
to allow the forms I' ve created
to take the p iece and recast it as
something new-.
QK: Even though you 're intellectually connected to the sound
art you make , do you find it emotionally compelling ?
JB: In some ways I think
about it in the same way I think
about minimalism in art. You
can look at something [Richard]
Serra did andjust say "Oh , that 's
a big, heavy block of iron " or
you can try to contemp late the
p hysical quality of the object
that is before you.
Through experiencing that
you 're heightening your sensitivity to the materials that
exist all around you and you
begin to appreciate their inherent physicality.
In a tot of ways that is how
sound music works. You begin to
contemplate the raw sonic quality
of it , almost the physicality of the
music and that in turn heightens
your awareness of the ambient
sounds we live with everyday. I
think it reveals a lot of emotional
territory to explore .

ADVICE FROM THE MASTERS

CHRIS KASPHAK/rnE COtB* ECHO

Nicholas Kitchen of the Borromeo String Quartet gives Caitlin Hewett '12 tips f o r her violin piece.
The Quartet listened to student performers this Friday, before performing in the play Bartok Night.

Can't get a breakBoise St I Fieldhockeyfalls to Bates

49-4 over the last four seasons.
7-0 this year. Twenty-one consecutive wins. These numbers would
define a dynasty in almost any
other league and sport.
But not in NCAA football. In
NCAA football, these records don 't
even gamer a single appearance in
the national title game. The reason
for this is that the team that accomplished these feats simply isn 't part
of a major conference. For the
NCAA, the Boise State Broncos
simply haven 't proven enough to get
a shot at the title.
After going 14-0 last year.
Boise State started the y car ranked
third in the nation behind Alabama
and Ohio State So when both of
those teams lost while Boise State
steamrolled over everyone on
their schedule. Boise moved into
first place , rig ht?
Wrong. The NCAA once again
found a team to p lace ahead of
the Broncos in the Oregon

Ducks. Now it is understandable
if the league underestimates a
team in the preseason rankings,
realizes their mistake and puts
them ahead of teams they
should' ve been ahead of all
along. But that isn 't the case this
time. Oregon does not deserve to
be ahead of Boise State.
The main argument against
Boise State is that they have a
weak schedule and hence don 't
have to work as hard for a perfect
record. The Broncos have the
77th toughest schedule in the nation , so this argument has some
validity, even when you consider
that they blow out everyone. But
Oregon has the 112th toughest
schedule in the nation. So why is
Boise penalized for a weak schedule while an even weaker schedule is rewarded?
One could also argue that we
can 't compare the teams against
other opponents but only against
each other The two teams don ' t
play each other in the regular season this year, so we won 't be able
to fully compare the two teams
until a hypothetical title match.
But we can take into account
past meetings. Two years ago.
Boise State traveled to Oregon
and beat the Ducks 37-32. Last
year. Boise beat Oregon again .

this time at home, 19-8. Shouldn 't
Boise State get the benefit of the
doubt in that they beat Oregon in
each of the last two seasons?
The top two teams in the nation
play for the national title, so Boise
State could remain behind Oregon
and still play in the title game. So,
while they deserve to be first, they
don 't need to be.
They do, however, need to be
given a chance to be champions.
They have the third-ranked defense
in the nation and the fourth-ranked
offense in the nation. Kellen Moore
is the top-rated quarterback in the
country and has an astounding 18.2
touchdown to interception ratio. He
throws to two of the most talented
receivers in the country in Austin
Pettis and Titus Young. But the
team isn 't all about passing. Running back Doug Martin has rushed
for 99.1 yards per game and has six
rushing touchdowns in seven
games. Not enough can be said
about the defense that has given up
only 13.4 points per game.
The NCAA cannot continue to
let a small thing such as conference reputation determine who is
the best team in America. Not
only do the Boise State Broncos
deserve to play in the title game,
they must if the NCAA wants to
maintain any credibility.
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Junior midfielder Hannah O 'Brien battlestwo defendersf or the ball. Colbyf oil to Bates in their seasonf inale.

STAFF WRITER
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October's sports roundup
A lot has happened in the sports
world in the past month. The NBA
season, with several new-look franchises, is under way. The NFL season is heating up and playoff pictures
are taking form. Hockey 's been happening for a while now. but nobody
seems to have noticed. And some
other major American pastime just
held its annual champagne dousing.
Let 's start with the NBA. After
being trounced by the Boston
Celtics to kick off the season, the
Miami Heat have run off three
straight, dominant wins. LeBron.
Wade & Co. seem to be finding
their stride, even without Mike
Miller. A former Rookie of the Year
and Sixth Man of the Year winner,
Miller is a versatile player who has
never gotten the credit he deserves.
Miller stopped shooting two years
ago, only hoisting seven shots per
game (down from 15 in 2007) despite shooting 50 percent. The
problem was that , in Minnesota.
Miller was the only leg itimate
perimeter scoring threat. Now, with
two of the best players in the league

surrounding him . Miller should be
able to make it rain freely. Once
he 's healthy, the Heat will be able
to spread the floor like no other
team in the league. As a Celtics fan.
I dread that day. Color me scared.
Two NFL teams dominated the
headlines during the past week and,
fittingly, they faced off in w eek
eight of the season. The New England Patriots defeated the Minnesota Vikings on Sunday. 28-18 .
boosting the Pats to the top of the
league (6-1) and sending the
Vikings to the cellar of the NFC
North (2-5). But something else,
something more important , something ground-shaking happened.
Brett Favre got a boo-boo on his
chin (I know. I know, everybody
and their mother has made a Favre
joke. But 1 still get mine, right?).
Now, I' m not a professional athlete (just a mediocre college one),
but I'd like to think that if I were. I
would know when to retire. For
Favre, that time has passed. Thrice.
Now, at 41 , not onl y is the man
risking his life every time he steps
on the field, he 's ruining his legacy
with crucial interceptions and (alleged of course) inappropriate
sexts. Time to hang 'em up, Brett.
Hopefully Wrangler Jeans won 't
drop you like the Pats did.
By now, anybody who 's reading
this column has probabl y seen
Randy Moss publicly praise Bill Be-

Halloween is a scary holiday.
This Halloween , though , there
was one scary thing that the NFL
didn 't see coming: the New England Patriots ' return to power. In
a season that many expected to be
a rebuilding year for the team
from Foxborough , with a tough
schedule and a defense that was
regarded as questionable on a
good day, this season 's Patriots
have quietly risen to 6-1 and currently have the best iccord in the
NFL on the momentum of a fivegame win streak.
This team is vastly different
than the 18-1 Super Bowl flops of
2007. They win in extraordinary
ways. The blowout against Miami
on Monday Nig ht Football , with
two special teams touchdowns and

ning tally.
Though the Mules finished with
an overall record of 6-8, Coach Amy
Bematchez was "never disappointed
with the effort of the team."The team
was close to earning a spot in the
tournament and Bematchezbelieves
they "still had one game in [them]."
However, the Colby field
hockey team 's success cannot be
measured according to the final
record. In Bematchez 's opinion ,
"The high point of the season was
probably the point that I realized
the team could be realty dangerous
when we played our best." She
refers specifically to the first half
of the Middlebury game in which
the Mules outshot the 13th-ranked
Panthers 13-5. "It is very satisfying when a group of women come
together and play with their full
potential," said Bematchez.
Much of the success the Mules experienced throughout the season is attributed to the depth of the team and
the important role of each individual
player. "We are not a team of superstars," said Bematchez, "we were relying on everyone to do their part"
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The Colby field hockey season
ended last Friday with a 2-1 loss to
league rival Bates. Though the
Mules started strong with a goal
from Heather Quadir ' I I in the first
five minutes of the match, Colby
could not hold off the determined
Bobcat attack. Both teams were
playing for a spot in the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) tournament.
Quadir 's goal was generated by
a Colby penalty comer. Her shot
deflected off a Bates defender's
stick into the back of the net. In the
first half, Colby was dominant on
the offensive end, outshooting
Bates 14-5. The Bobcat goalie was
forced to make 13 saves and proved
to be a major factor in the game's
outcome as her consistent play held
the Mules to onl y one goal.
Bates returned in the second half
ready to battle for the last spot in the

The high point
of the season
was probably
t h e point I
realized the
team could
be really
dangerous
when we played
our best.

lichick and the Patriots organization
as he interviewed himself after the
Vikes' loss. Moss basically admitted
that he misses having an under-40
quarterback and heavily implied his
desire to play for the Pats again.
Well Randy, it looks like you
might get your wish. As Barstool
Sports' Jerry Thornton intimated last
week, isn't it possible that Belichick
gave Moss away knowing that exactly this would happen? Here,
Amy Bematchez
Randy, take aJew games off in MinHead Coach
nesota. We '11 grab another tvceiver
and a draft pick - After you tank
against us in week eight, do your
ing momentum on offense, the Bates
thing, cause some problems, and
we '11have you back in a flash.
attack scored just four minutes later
in what proved to be the game-winAnd really, why not take him
back? At this point , people
(I) don 't expect much from
him other than playing the
decoy. So if he makes one or
two big plays per game, he 's
doing his job. Having Moss
as a deep threat will onl y
open up the field for the new
— ,
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stiffens at just the right moments. Brad y to Moss may
have been fun to watch as
they not-so-quietiy assaulted the record books ,
but let us not forget that the
famous duo produced exactly zero rings . The Super
Bowl titles were not won
b y names like Moss, but by
names like Brown , Wi ggins, Harrison , Bruschi and
Vrabel. While these p layers
are long gone, the Patriots
might just have some upand-coming replacements
like Mayo , McCourty, Hernandez, Woodhead and
Ninkovich , as well as some
familiar ones like Brad y
and Branch.
I won 't predict a Super
Bowl winner in week
eight. Anything can change
over the next 13 weeks.
But if these Patriots keep
playing like the Patriots of
old, New Englanders might
have more to celebrate
come February.
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Patriotsin dynasty form
another defensive score; The close
victory over the Ravens after being
down by ten in the fourth quarter;
The missed field goal by Chargers'
kicker Kris Brown that allowed the
team to escape California with a
win; And now a low-scoring
slugfest against the Vikings on a
wind y Halloween Sunday. These
are wins you would expect to see
out of the gritty Patriots teams of
2001 . 2003 and 2004. Now we are
seeing them in 2010.
Players like Rob Ninkovich,
who had a key tackle of Vikings
tight end Visanthe Shiancoe this
week, and BenJarvus Green-Ellis,
who has averaged 4.71 yards per
carry and over a touchdown per
game during the win streak, are
stepping up and making big plays
in their new featured roles. This
was the hallmark of the Patriots that
won three Super Bowl titles it. the
first half on the last decade. Now it
has become the hallmark of the
2010 Patriots.
That schedule that appeared so
difficult now looks tame, and that
defense that was so suspect now

tournament The shooting in the second half was more evenly matched
as Colby outshot Bates 11-10. The
Bobcats scored eight minutes into
the secondhalf to tie the score. Gain-

By KAT MCCARRICK
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Volleyball ends season at Trinity
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

The Colby volleyball team
ended their season with a New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) tournament
at Trinity College
this past weekend.
This
tournament
was the last chance
for the Mules to
pick up a win in
conference play, but
strong
performances from Trinity,
Wesleyan University and Connecticut College left the
Mules winless in
the NESCAC.
Friday night, the
Mules faced Trinity
and were unable to
take a set in their 30 loss. Colby fell
by a score of 25-15,
25-18, 25-18. Caitlin Burchill *1I
turned in an impressive performance with 16 digs and six kills.
Teammate Heather Arvidson ' 11
added another six kills, while Lily
Kramlich-Taylor '14 contributed
five. Defensively, Emily Varni '13
supplied 14 digs, and KramlichTaylor pitched in with two blocks.

Saturday saw the Mules come
within one set of securing a league
win, only to be denied by a comeback by the Wesleyan Cardinals.
After taking the first two sets by
scores of 25-17 and 25-14, Colby
was helpless to stop the Cardinal
comeback, losing the next three
25-12, 25-16, 1512. Kramlich-Taylor once again
p layed a key role,
finishing with 11
kills, five blocks
and two aces in
the game. Burchill
chipped in another eight kills,
while
Mackie
Sewell '12 added
seven and Maggie
Taylor *13 picked
up
six.
Kate
Pleasants '14 continued to impress
in her role as the
catalyst of the offense with her 31
assists, while also showing her defensive skills with 14 digs. Vami
kept up her impressive defensive
form with a team leading 20 digs,
and captain Claire Reich '11
added 13 of her own.
In their last match of the season
against Connecticut College, Colby
once again fell in straight sets, 25-23,

The Mules
can also look
happily at the
performances
of several of
their younger
players....Colby
can lookforward
to a solid base
next season.

I DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK
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'14 (right) led allNESCACfirst-years in assiststhis season.
KatePleasants
25-15, 25-18. Kramlich-Taylor (seven
kills) and Pleasants (15 assists) were
the forces on offense. Defensively,
Taylor had 15 digs and Reich had 12.
Although the season ended with
no conference wins, the young
Colby team had a better season
than their 0-10 NESCAC record
suggests. Against non-conference
opponents, Colby had more success, finishing the season with an

overall record of 7-17. The Mules
can also look happily at the performances of several of their
younger players, specifically
Pleasants, the team leader in assists, and Kramlich-Taylor, who
finished in the top three in kills.
With these young players proving
their merit, Colby can look forward to a solid base for their team
next season.

Wild win for women's soccer, 4-3
By THOMAS ATTAL
STAFF WRITER

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30
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Colby's comeback off an Alex Yorke
*14 assist Colby then pulled within
one 10 minutes later through Samantha Merriweather '12. The goal
came on a header from a Su-Lin Del
Guercio ' 11 comer kick Colby had
32 minutes to tie the game. It took
less than six. Merriweather scored
her second goal of the half unassisted
to complete one of Colby's best
comebacks in recent memory.
Neither Colby nor Bates was
able to score again
in the half and the
game went into
overtime. The first
overtime wasn't
enough to separate
the two teams either. With just six
minutes left in the
second overtime,
Kate Pistel '14 intercepted a pass,
dribbled past two
Bates defenders
and passed the ball
to Simmons 25
yards from the
goal.
Simmons
skillfully shot the
ball over the Bates ' keeper 's hands
into the upper right comer for the
game-winner. The golden goal cemented the comeback and gave
Colby the 4-3 victory.
In this match, Colby showed its
greatest strengths in the team's heart

As the season
comes to a
close, great
luck is wished
to all of the
seniors as
well as great
thanks. Thanks
for all the
hard work.

SPORT:
Soccer

HOMETOWN:

Chestnut Hill, MA

POSITION:
Midfield

STANDINGS

~
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'12 ctosses
Samantha
Merriweather
a ball intodie boxSa&udayagainstBates.
and strong mentality. The team was
unlucky, fell behind quickly, fought
hard and provided a fantastic spectacle for the Mules * fans. It was also
symbolic of the season in which
Colby repeatedly followed setbacks
with strong performances.
Another of Colby *s great strengths
was on display against Bates as goalie
Jayde Bennett * 13 made four saves
and didn't give up any goals in her 45
minutes of play.
While Colby did not qualify for

the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) playoffs
this year, they had a season of which
to be proud. They finished with a
record5-6-3, showing great resilience
and skill. The youth of the team provides hope for the years to come.
As the season comes to a close,
great luck is wished to all of the
seniors as well as great thanks.
Thanks for all the hard work you
have put in for the team, as well as
a fantastic finale against Bates.

beatsBates
, losesinNESCACquarters
Mens' soccer
a chance inside the six yard box on
shots and rebounds, but the last effort by Williams was just wide. On a
potential offside violation, Amherst
the play on the field says otherwise.
The first goal for the Lord Jeffs scored another goal, putting them up
2-0. Amherst added
occurred midway
their final goal on a
through the first
penalty kick.
half.
After
a
For the seniors,
blocked
Thebe
the
loss
to
Tsatsimpe shot, a
Amherst
ended
Lord Jeff rocketed
their soccer cathe rebound into
the net. Colby had
reers at Colby.
"Our hats are off
several great scorto our seniors for
ing chances, but
the leadership they
they could not capprovided ," Coach
italize. Brendan RiMark Serdjenian
vard '14 played a
said, "This team
long ball to Aubin,
epitomized
and
who collided with
lived up to its
the goalie, leaving
motto, 'As One. *"
the ball all alone in
Captains
Ben
the
box.
An
and
Amherst defender
Mark Serdjenian Desmond
N ate Seiberling,
was the first on the
Head Coach
Matt Carey, Daniel
scene and cleared
Sidman, Matthew
the ball out.
Vivero,
Peter
In the second
half, Aubin, Rj vaid and Peter Williams and Stephen Zaharias all
Williams * 11 were all involved in a suited up for their last game. They
great scoring opportunity. Each had will be sorely missed.
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Goals in Colby's 4-3
OT win vs. Bates

WHY: Down 3-0 just 20 minutes into the final game of
the season, Simmons netted a goal in the 47th
minute to cue Colby's amazing comeback. It only
made sense that she should end it as well. In the
104th minute, the junior midfielder struck a ball from
25 yards out that just cleared the Bobcat goalie's
hands for the game-winner. Simmons led the team on
the season with 1
1points on five goals and an assist. The Mules finished their season at 7-7-1 overall.
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Now that's how you end a season.
On Saturday, the Colby women's
soccer team hosted Bates College to
close out the season, and the game
could not have started out worse.
After felling behind 3-0 in the early
going, Colby rallied
in the second half to
pull off a dramatic
4-3 win.
Early in the first
half, a Colby defender deflected the
ball into her own net
off of Bates' Jaimie
Cappucci's header
just five minutes
into the game. Cappuccithen put Bates
up 2-0 10 minutes
later by beating
goalkeeper
Loni
Pisani '11. Cappucci continued to
terrorize the Colby
defense by assisting on the third
Bates goal at the 19th minute. Down
3-0just 20 minutes into the last game
of the year, Colby needed to turn it
around quickly.
Two minutes into the second half,
Marissa Simmons '12 started

Marissa Simmons '12

From SOCCER , Page 16

Our hats are
off to our
seniors for
the leadership
they provided...
This team
epitomized
and lived up
to its motto,
'As One. '"
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Chris Pratt '14 moves up the f ield during a recent home game.
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Volleyball wraps
up season at
Trinity tourney

Wild comeback
spurs win for
women's soccer
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Women 's
XC fourth at
NESGAGs
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Football surviveslate Bates surge Soccer falls

in NESCAC
quarterfinals

BY NICK CUNKELMAN

By DAVIDLOWE
STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

These days, when the women 's
cross-country team competes in
New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) meets,
it runs with the best teams in the
country. Indeed, on Saturday at the
Conference Championships held at
Hamilton, Colby placed fourth out
of eleven teams, behind the likes of
Division Ill's top-ranked Middlebury, third-ranked Williams and
17th-ranked Amherst.
Amy Tortorello '13, who won
the State of Maine Championships two weeks ago at Bowdoin , took 10th overall with a
time of 22:59.9 over the muddy
six-kilometer course to lead the
21st-ranked Mules. Berol Dewdney '13 placed 23rd (23:32.0),
co-captain Emma Linhard M l
29th (23:40.6), Claire Dunn '13
36th (23:53.3), Kate Connolly
* 14 50th (24:05.4), Allison Rigby
'14 51st (24:07.8) and Layne
Schwab '13 53rd (24:09.6).
"The race was definitel y the
toughest that we've had all season,"
said Tortorello. "The conditions
were pretty insane. There were some
parts of the course that were so covered in mud that we would sink into
above our ankles, and it was really
tough to maintain a steady pace."

The race was
definitely the
toughest we've
had all season....
The conditions
were pretty
insane.
Amy Tortorello '13
For the men, racing on Hamilton 's golf course-turned-mudbowl
was equally challenging. Although
Colby placed last in the conference
on Saturday, the team continued its
pattern of steady improvement
over the past two years.
Ben Cunkelman * 11 and captain Andy Maguire ' 11 ran in tandem, finishing 63rd and 64th
overall with times of 27:59.9 and
28:03.0, respectively, over the
eight-kilometer course. Chris Halladay '12 placed 69th in 28:08.8,
while Matthieu Nadeau ' 12 (74th,
28:14.3), Luke Doherty-Munro
'13 (77th , 28:17.7), Tom Letourneau '13 (78th , 28:18.6) and
John Williams ' 13 (87th, 28:30.7)
rounded out the Mules' top seven.
"Because of the soft mud covering the course, Saturday was a battle
of efficiency and teamwork," said
Maguire."It was impossible to continuously move up during the race,
which is our usual approach, so we
were forced to really push the less
soggy sections and the hills to gain
advantage over the competitors."
Said Brian Desmond ' 13, who finished 89th, "It didnt happen this year,
in terms of the points, but we proved
we are about a year away from making a splash in the NESCAC. Our
team was vibing going in, and five
runners [finished withjin about 15
seconds [of each other], eight in 36:
that is solid pack running."
On Saturday, both Colby teams
will race their second seven runners in the ECAC Championships
at Colt State Park in Rhode Island
before heading to Williams for the
New England NCAA Qualifier on
November 13.
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Junior quarterback Nick Kmetz gets a block f r o m Conor Tidgwell '11. Colby survived a fourth-quarter scare against Bates, winning 10-6.

By DANIELLE DATTCH
STAFF WRITER

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30

Mules scored again when quarterback Nick Kmetz '12 completed a
pass to Spencer Gopaul '13 for a
41 -yard touchdown reception.
Bendit knocked in the extra point
to make the score 10-0.
Colby maintained control of the
game well into the final quarter,
most notably when Derrick
Beasley '13 returned an intercepted pass from Bates ' quarterback Trevor Smith for 36 yards.
The Bobcats didn't go quietly.
They took advantage of an opportunity when defensive end Tyler
Kuehl grabbed a tipped pass from
Kmetz and returned it 71 yards to
the Colby one-yard line. This enabled Jared Jammal's one-yard
score. Kicker Gavin SegallAbrams missed the extra-point attempt, leaving the Bobcats trailing
by four, 10-6.
Colby succeeded in running
down the clock on its next posses-
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The Colby Mules are halfway to
securing the CBB (Colby-BatesBowdoin) Championship after a
10-6 win over Bates (1-5) this past
Saturday at Garcelon Field in
Lewiston, Maine.
Despite the fact that it was Bates'
homecoming weekend, the Bobcats
could not hold off the Mules. As a
result, Colby moved to 3-3 in New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) play.
Only Colby got on the scoreboard during a quiet first half of
play. In the middle of the second
quarter, David Bendit ' 13 kicked a
field goal from 21 yards out , setting the halftime score at 3-0.
Late in the third quarter, the

sion, which ended with a punt
from Connor Sullivan ' 12 into the
Bates end zone for a touchback.
With 1:46 left to play, Bates
avoided a tumover-on-downs
when Smith ran nine yards to secure a first down. After two incomplete passes, Smith found Evan
Tiemey on third-and-10 for 26
yards. Smith then completed a sixyard pass to John Squires. When
Smith tried to connect with Squires
in the end zone, the Mules were penalized for pass interference, which
brought the Bobcats inside the
Colby 15. On fourth-and-four,
Smith chose to run the ball, but fell
shy of the first down marker. Colby
regained possession and ran down
the final three seconds.
Kmetz went 17 for 26 with 197
yards of passing. Patrick Bums ' 11
had five catches for 100 yards.
Connor Walsh '12 had four receptions for 42 yards and also threw a

37-yard pass to Burns. Conor
Tidgwell ' 11 had 35 yards rushing
on 13 carries.
On the defensive side, Tom
Duffy ' 12 led the Mules with ten
tackles, which brings his season
total to a team-high 58. Brian Mellett *12 , Lester Batiste '13, Ryan
Veillette ' 13 and Philip Amato ' 13
each contributed seven tackles.
Ryan Murphy * 11 had a fumble recovery and six tackles of his own.
Beasley 's interception was his
third of the season, a team-best.
The Mules had five quarterback
sacks, two of which were contributed by Veillette.
Colby will p lay at Tufts University this Saturday at noon. Bates
will meet Bowdoin for the second
game in the CBB Championship
series. The Mules will finish off
the championship series and the
season against Bowdoin at home
on Saturday, November 13.

Crew races at CBB in Oakland
By TIM BADMINGTON
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men 's and women's
crew teams competed in the annual
Fall Colby-Bates-Bowdoin (CBB)
Head race this past Saturday.
On a chilly and windy morning
at the Hume Center—Colby
crew 's home course on Messalonskee
Lake in Oakland ,
Maine—the men 's A boat , consisting of Dan Abrams *13
(coxswain), Jack Vihstadt '12 ,
Peter Smithy '12 , David Cramer
'12 , Andrew Wall '12, Noah
Teachey '13 , Nate Krump '13 ,
Bill Brewer Ml and Pat Adams
'13, finished in second place overall with a time of 10 minutes and
20 seconds.
Bates ' A boat finished first with
a time of 10:11 , but in the words
of Adams, "We definitely closed
the gap between Bates A and us
[by a considerable amount.]"
The men 's B boat surprised
many by finishing third overall.
Colby 's B boat—Greg Merritt
' 12 (coxswain), Matt Silverman
*12 , Will Taft '13 , Jonah Belk
'14 , Ian Tibbetts '14 , Walker
Nordin '14 , Justin Partridge *12 ,
Andrew Joselow M l and Tim
Corkum M l — w a s p leased with
its speed , finishing 17 seconds
ahead of Bowdoin A with a time
of 10:26. Colby 's C boat finished in sixth with a time of
11:27. Corkum said of the performance , "As a whole crew we
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The men s and women s crew teams competed at the Fall CBB Head race th is past Saturday.
were stoked about how well the
races went...Crew is a sport that
requires the athlete to hold [him
or herself] to a higher standard
on race day; there is no coach to
talk to us during a race , so it' s
up to the rower to push him or
herself and leave everything on
the water."
The women's A boat, captained
by Lis Henderson ' 11 and Amy
Paulekas ' 11 and also containing
Anna Leschen-Lindell M3 , Ally
Bolger M3 , Charlotte Gardiner
M3 , Molly Clark '13 . Rachel Jacobs ' 13, Elise DeSimone ' 12 and
Katie Ricciardi M2 , rowed to a

third-p lace finish with a time of
12:32 , finishing benind Bates ' A
and C boats. The women 's B
boat—Cassie Huang M3 , Sarah
Morris *13 , Laura Gaines M4 ,
Grace Reville ' 14, Annalisa Tester
'14 , Olivia Collins M4 , Daria
Jones M3, Jenny Sher *14and All y
Mahoney '14— recorded a time of
14:25 and came in seventh place.
Said Paulekas: "I felt that all of the
boats really worked hard on Saturday. The conditions were not favorable but we fought through
them. I am proud of all the work
and improvement we have seen
over the course of the fall."

As the fall season comes to a
close, the men 's and women 's
crew teams look forward to working hard to improve over the winter in antici pation of the spring
season. In the words of Paulekas ,
"1 look forward to watching all of
Colby crew gain speed over the
winter months. It is everything
that we do now that will pay off
when the spring season starts."
The relative youth of the teams
bodes well for their performances
in the coming years. When asked
for his opinion on the future of the
crew teams, Corkum simp ly responded , "FAST."
I

The Colby men 's soccer team
started off the weekend on a high
note, finishing off their regular
season with a win against Bates.
Things quickly turned sour, however, when the Mules lost to
Amherst in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) quarterfinals.
This loss sadly concludes the season for the Mules. Colby finished
the season at 7-7-1 overall and 45-0 in the NESCAC.
The game in Lewiston on Friday felt like a home game for
the Mules. Some forward-thinking person applied for and received funding to hire a fan bus
to Bates , and Colby students
seized the opportunity to support their team.

The game in
Lewiston on
Friday felt
like a home
game for the
Mules....Colby
students
seized the
opportunity
to support
their team.
The game started off on the
wrong foot , with Bates gaining
a sizable shots advantage. In the
15th minute , Bates converted
the first of two headers by senior captain Patrick Jackson.
Jackson used the side of his face
to redirect the ball to the top left
shelf. Colby goalkeeper Ben
Joslin '12 didn 't have a chance
to make a play on the ball.
Joslin played a spectacular
game in net , making nine saves.
But stats don 't capture the fact
that he saved the game several
times with one-on-one saves.
Colby responded late in the
first half thanks to Peter Randall
'12 , who played admirably in his
return from an injury. Jeremy
Lachtrupp '12 had the assist on
Randall's game-tying goal.
During halftime, Colby was reenergized by sliced oranges and
Matt Carey's *11 mother 's homemade snacks. Nick Aubin '13 tallied
for the Mules in the 59th minute,
scoring on his own rebound.
Bates made a late comeback,
scoring off a corner kick in the
71st minute on the second of two
headers by Jackson. Regulation
ended in a tie. Colby had gone 1 2-1 in overtime games going into
the Bates match. Just eight minutes into overtime, first-year Nate
Tolman scored the golden goal ,
lifting the Mules over Bates 3-2.
With this win, Colby secured their
highest seed in the NESCAC
Men 's Soccer Championship
since its inception in 2000. The
fifth-ranked Mules faced fourthranked Amherst on Sunday.
The Amherst game goes in the
books as a 3-0 loss for the Mules, but
See SOCCER, Page 15

